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Abstract 
The U.S. Navy designs and operates the most technologically advanced ships in the world.  
These ships incorporate the latest in weapons technology, phased array antennas, composite 
structures, signature reduction, survivability, modularity, power systems, computing systems, 
and automation.  The modern day warship is an exceptionally complex system and the design 
process is long and intricate, spanning several years from feasibility studies to detailed design.  
The plethora of new technologies being introduced in any single ship design increases the 
complexity of the ship design process making it ever more challenging to meet the needs of the 
stakeholder in terms of capability, cost, and risk.  Systems architecture provides a way to 
understand, design, and manage this complexity by representing the system as an abstraction of 
elements and the relationships between those elements.   
 
Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) has been a recent initiative in the systems 
engineering community to enhance the systems engineering process by streamlining 
requirements traceability and improving communication amongst the various stakeholders.  
MBSE methods have been used in industry to develop systems architecture in a robust and 
comprehensive manner.  In the ship design process, there is a significant need to ensure that the 
architecture is not only well-defined, but also addresses the needs of the stakeholders.  This 
thesis explores the use of MBSE to develop systems architecture with application to Navy ship 
design and acquisition.    
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The U.S. Navy designs and operates the most technologically advanced ships in the world.  
These ships incorporate the latest in weapons technology, phased array antennas, composite 
structures, signature reduction, survivability, modularity, power systems, computing systems, 
and automation.  The modern day warship is an exceptionally complex system and designing the 
ship is not an easy task.  The process is long and complex, spanning several years from 
feasibility studies to detailed design.  The plethora of new technologies being introduced in any 
single ship design increases the complexity of the ship design process.  This complexity presents 
a challenge when trying to meet the needs of the stakeholder in terms of capability, cost, and 
risk.  Systems architecture provides an effective way to understand and manage complexity and 
helps to overcome the challenges that complexity introduces.  Systems architecture is defined as 
an abstract description of the entities of a system and the relationships between those entities. 
(Crawley, Weck, et al. 2004) In the ship design process, there is a significant need to ensure that 
the architecture is well-defined and addresses the needs of the stakeholders.  Well-defined 
systems architecture early in the design process can aid decision making by quantifying design 
options, conducting accurate change assessments, and improving communication amongst all 
stakeholders, thus reducing risk and minimizing costs downstream.   
 Currently, the Navy does a poor job of articulating systems architectures and there are 
several reasons for this.  
 Confusion about what is meant by systems architecture…means different things to 
different people 
 No explicitly defined step for developing systems architecture in the overall ship design 
process 
 Process is lost when procurement methodology shifts:  Navy vs. Industry – responsibility 
changes hands, therefore the process of developing systems architecture is interpreted 
differently 
 Benefits of developing systems architecture in the ship design process have not been 
realized by the community 




 There is much confusion as to what exactly is meant by the term systems architecture.  
Unfortunately there is not a single universally agreed upon definition, and that is part of the 
problem.  There are various definitions of systems architecture given in industry and academia 
that include: 
 The arrangement of elements and subsystems and their functional allocation to meet 
system requirements. (INCOSE, 2008) 
 The arrangement of the functional elements into physical blocks. (Ulrich & Eppinger, 
2004) 
System architecture is important to understanding, designing, and managing complex systems.  
Every system has an architecture, whether it is planned or unplanned, and that architecture 
influences system behavior.  There are also many ways to represent architecture through the use 
of models and different modeling languages.  A model is an approximation, representation, or 
idealization of selected aspects of the structure, behavior, operation, or other characterist ics of a 
real-world process, concept or system. (Maier and Rechtin 2002)  Models have many purposes, 
but the primary role in systems architecting is communication.  There are various modeling 
languages and architectural frameworks available to the systems architect including Object 
Process Methodology (OPM) and Object Process Language (OPL) developed by Dov Dori, the 
Systems Modeling Language (SysML), the Unified Modeling Language (UML), Vitech CORE, 
the Zachman Framework, and the Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DoDAF).  
The confusion surrounding systems architecture is justified and the Navy needs to standardize 
the systems architecting process in future ship designs in order to alleviate the muddled 
perceptions.   
Lack of Systems Architecture in the overall Ship Design Process  
A typical naval ship design is produced through an iterative, multi-disciplinary process 
that spans many years and involves thousands of people.  It progresses from early concept 
studies, using lower fidelity tools to efficiently explore the broad trade space, to detailed design 
using higher fidelity tools to specify how the ship will be produced, tested, maintained, and 
operated.  Throughout the design process, decisions are made and modified as information 
becomes available.  In the past, the US Navy has focused on point based design in which the 
design process is characterized as a ―design spiral‖ (Evans 1959).  The design spiral, shown in 
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Figure 1, is classified as a point based method because it emphasizes that the designer confronts 
issues of resistance, weight, stability, etc. in a sequential and iterative manner until a single 
balanced design meets all requirements.  This single design can then be developed further or 
used as a starting point for various tradeoff studies.  Designers who utilize this approach are able 
to attain a feasible design; however it may not be the global optimum.   
 
Figure 1:  Classic Design Spiral (Lamb 2003) 
Recently the U.S. Navy has attempted to move away from the traditional spiral in preliminary 
design and has advocated the use of Set Based Design (SBD) methods.  Set Based Design defers 
detailed specifications until tradeoffs are more fully understood, therefore allowing more of the 
design effort to proceed concurrently.  In other words, at each decision point regions of the 
design space where the solution is not likely to reside are eliminated.  Once the design space is 
constricted, more detailed analysis is performed to generate additional knowledge to enable 
further restriction of the design space at the next decision point.  The goal of Set Based Design is 
to obtain the global optimum design, not just a single balanced design.  The Set Based Design 




Figure 2:  Set Based Design Process (Bernstein 1998) 
Many experts in the field of naval ship design are concentrating more on the systems engineering 
process than the traditional design spiral.  The two processes are essentially the same.  The 
increasing complexity of naval ships today has made the ―Ship Design Process‖ a ―Systems 
Engineering Process‖.  Ship designers are taking on the role of Systems Engineers and merging 
the two processes together.  The traditional systems engineering process taught at Defense 
Acquisition University (DAU) is depicted in Figure 3 below. 
 
Figure 3: (DAU, Defense Acquisition Guidebook 2010) 
What has been lost in this transition to a systems engineering approach to ship design is the 
importance of developing the systems functional, physical, and operational architecture.  Ship 
designers spend little time on modeling and clearly defining the systems architecture which is a 
pivotal step in the systems engineering process.  In the context of Set Based Design, it is 
absolutely necessary to determine early on what is going to be stable and what is going to be 
volatile and developing a good systems architecture is a way to enforce structure in the 
unchanging elements and provide flexibility in the areas that are subject to change.    In industry, 
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systems engineers are transitioning to Model-based Systems Engineering (MBSE).  This 
transition complements the Navy‘s need for a process incorporating development of well-defined 
architecture in the context of Set Based Design.  ―Model-based systems engineering (MBSE) is 
the formalized application of modeling to support system requirements, design, analysis, 
verification, and validation activities beginning in the conceptual design phase and continuing 
throughout development and later life cycle phases.‖ (INCOSE 2007) A formalized process for 
developing systems architectures in early stage ship design is long overdue.  
Pendulum swings:  Navy vs. Industry  
The naval ship designer is faced with many challenges and must draw on experience to 
manage the undertaking of designing such a complex system.  The problem is that there is a 
small database of experience when it comes to naval ship design, due in large part to the small 
quantities of ships being produced and the long time horizons for design and construction.  ―One 
of the most remarkable characteristics of the human race is its ability not only to learn, but to 
pass on to future generations sophisticated abstractions of lessons learned from experience.  Each 
generation knows more, learns more, plans more, tries more, and succeeds more than the 
previous one because it needn‘t repeat the time-consuming process of reliving prior 
experiences.‖ (Maier and Rechtin 2002) The Navy has been unable to pass on these lessons 
learned because it has lost much of its in-house ship design experience over recent years due to a 
shift in the procurement methodology.  Traditionally the Navy performed the ship‘s feasibility 
studies, preliminary design, and contract design, and then turned over the design to industry 
along with performance specifications to conduct detailed design and construction.  In recent 
years the pendulum has swung over to industry in which they have assumed responsibility for 
much of the design effort starting with preliminary design.  This change is highlighted in Figure 




Figure 4: Navy vs. Industry (Walsh 2009) 
For the DDG 1000, the new guided missile destroyer, industry was provided an overarching set 
of operational requirements and cost parameters instead of detailed design specifications.  
Operational requirements are qualitative and quantitative parameters that specify the desired 
capabilities of a system and serve as a basis for determining the operational effectiveness and 
suitability of a system prior to deployment.  This acquisition strategy was put in place to 
encourage innovation and offer industry the maximum latitude to develop, build, deliver, and 
support a state-of-the-art warship.  This paradigm shift forced the Navy to downsize their in-
house engineering staff and send much of the design effort over to outside naval architecture 
firms.  There have been many problems in the DDG 1000 program leading the Navy to 
reconsider this paradigm shift.  The pendulum is starting to swing back to the Navy‘s side and 
they are trying to re-build the in-house loss of expertise in order to take back control of the 
design efforts from industry.  As a result of these paradigm shifts and transitions between the 
Navy and industry, the responsibility for developing systems architectures has changed hands.  
The Navy‘s original process of developing the systems architecture was lost when the 
procurement methodology shifted to industry. 





DDG 51, LHD 1, 
LPD 17, LHA(R), 
CVN 21, LSD 49  
TAKE, Sealift  
DDG 1000  
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The benefits of developing well-defined systems architecture in the ship design process 
have not been realized by the community.  The community of naval ship designers consists of 
highly skilled and seasoned individuals who draw heavily upon their experience in this field.  
They tend to leverage their tacit knowledge and let their experience and instinct guide them in 
their decision making.  Although there is nothing inherently wrong with this methodology, it is 
nearly impossible to design in a solution neutral context and makes it difficult to quantify change 
assessments and provide traceable justification for early stage decisions.  These early stage 
decisions lock in significant downstream effort and must be traceable back to requirements.  
MBSE and developing the systems architecture early in design could aid the ship designer in the 
decision making process.  Often architectural decisions are made on a technical basis without 
thorough review of how it will affect the system as a whole.  MBSE is a way to keep track of 
those decisions and requirements.  In an interview with Paul Friedman, Principal Engineer at 
Bath Iron Works, he stated that ―requirements management is a huge gap currently, and a poor 
function across acquisition.  DDG 1000 had made some strides for better requirements 
management and robust traceability, but that was lost somewhere along the way.  The near term 
compelling need for model-based architectures is to have requirements traceability.‖ (Friedman 
2009)  Despite the lack of any real process, the Navy has made attempts to force the 
development of systems architecture.  For example, the CG(X) program was ―encouraged‖ by 
the Navy to use the Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DODAF), and it was 
experimented with and quickly abandoned.  The CG(X) designers found that the DODAF 
framework was challenging to use in a way that made sense and was productive.  They found 
little advantage in using it and commented that it was clearly used primarily for software.   
Systems architecture development is a critical step in the systems 
engineering process and enables some of the top priorities of the Navy 
including Modular Open System Architecture (MOSA), Integrated Power 
System (IPS), and Set-Based Design. 
Modular Open Systems Architecture – Today‘s Navy must be able to 
engage a range of new and existing threats and must be able to respond 
quickly to changing threats.  In order to respond quickly to changing 
threats, the Navy must have the ability to easily exchange equipment to 
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support the current mission.  The Navy has addressed these concerns with a desire to move 
toward modular systems and open architecture.  ―Modularity as a governing tenet of ship design 
will enable more efficient reconfiguration, modernization, and maintenance, which amounts to 
greater operational flexibility and availability.  Modular design allows the Navy to swap out and 
add state-of-the-art capabilities to a ship‘s growth margin more rapidly than the current 
approach, where new tools must undergo a lengthy integration process and vie for scarce hull 
space.‖ (Edwards and Ulrich 2003)  The Navy in conjunction with Northrop Grumman 
performed a modularity study focusing on the new cruiser design, CG(X).  The study found that 
systems architecture development is critical for modularity and a necessary step in the design 
process to meet modularity demands.  Open systems architecture is a term that has had quite an 
impact on the Navy acquisition strategy.  The open architecture approach allows for horizontal 
integration of players and fosters an environment of competition. The ship design domain has 
historically been dominated by vertically integrated players, which means one company is 
responsible for the entire design.  This approach prevents competition on subsets of the design 
and drives up the overall cost.  As shown in Figure 5, the computer industry faced a similar 
situation in 1980.  A single company was responsible for the entire package including chips, 
computer, operating system, application software, and sales which translates to an extremely 
expensive product for the end user.  The stovepipes were ultimately dissolved in order to bring 
down the computer market price in response to consumer demand for lower prices.   
 
Figure 5:  (Stoffel 2008) 
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The push for open systems architecture will serve to lower costs by creating opportunities for 
competition.  In order to break the current stovepipes of vertically integrated companies in the 
DOD acquisition world, the Navy must clearly define and communicate the interfaces so that 
various companies can come in and bid on a portion of the design.   
Integrated Power System (IPS) - The U.S. Navy has invested a considerable amount of resources 
over the past twenty years to develop electric power technology for the all electric ship concept, 
now called an Integrated Power System (IPS).  This motivation for IPS ships is a result of the 
increasing electric load requirements anticipated in future warship designs.  IPS technology is 
paving the way for all electric ship designs such as the Makin Island (LHD 8), Lewis and Clark 
(T-AKE 1), DDG-1000, and CG(X).  All electric ship designs will provide the surface fleet with 
superior mission performance and the ability to incorporate new technology weapons such as 
free electron lasers, electromagnetic rail guns and electromagnetic launchers.  Additionally, the 
IPS ship concept provides opportunities for unconventional designs that could optimize cost and 
performance.  The systems architecture must be developed in a solution neutral manner in order 
to maximize the potential of all electric ships, meaning the Navy needs to re-think the way ship 
architectures are currently developed.   
Set Based Design (SBD) - Set Based Design is an approach that constricts the design space by 
eliminating the regions where a feasible design does not exist, thus deferring critical decisions 
until further trade studies can be performed.  Well-defined system architecture is absolutely 
critical for set based design methods to work successfully.  The architecture provides the 
framework necessary to ―keep score‖ of decisions and keep track of what elements of the design 
are stable and which are flexible.  Clear communication of systems architecture is a way to 
enforce structure in the unchanging elements and provide flexibility in the areas that are subject 
to change.   
MBSE has been an initiative of the International Council of Systems Engineers 
(INCOSE) and promises to be a more rigorous and effective means of developing complex 
systems.  At the heart of MBSE is requirements traceability and enhanced communication.  It 
also has the potential to improve decision making by providing accurate change assessments and 
by quantifying design options in terms of cost and risk. 
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Requirements Traceability – Model-based architecture provides requirements traceability for 
each and every element of the design.  Too often in the ship acquisition community there are 
developed systems that do not effectively meet the needs of the stakeholders.  Requirements get 
lost or manipulated over time and it is extremely difficult to maintain traceability between design 
documents and the requirements management tool.  
Communication - Defining the overall architecture, the form and function interactions and 
interfaces, is a way to understand and communicate complex systems.  One of the primary 
benefits of systems architecture development and model-based systems engineering is the ability 
to communicate clearly using a language that reaches out to all stakeholders.  Stakeholders have 
different experiences and backgrounds, some are subject matter experts and some are not, and 
using a common system design language will bridge communications gaps between the experts 
and the systems engineers (or the Navy and the shipbuilder).  Often knowing what to build, 
which includes requirements elicitation, technical specification, and prioritization, is the most 
difficult systems engineering phase in the life cycle. MBSE serves to mitigate ambiguity and 
promote consistency of thought and expression across the entire program team.   
Decision-Making – ―Two different kinds of decisions, both critical to success, are made in 
architecting – value judgments and technical choices.‖ (Rechtin 1991)  MBSE provides the 
architectural basis for those value judgments and technical decisions, driven by real functional 
requirements.  The model keeps track of all decisions and rationale in a central repository, thus 
serving as the project memory.  Additionally, the traceability inherent in a systems model allows 
for more accurate change assessments and alternatives analysis.  The designer is able to see how 
a small change in one aspect of the design can drastically affect the whole. Risk and cost can also 
be incorporated into the model to enhance the decision-making process.  Executable models can 
be used in an analysis of alternatives (AoA) by conducting system design trade-offs and use 
cases can be incorporated into the model to verify that the system capability satisfies mission 
requirements. 
 The primary responsibilities of the ship design team are to quantify design options, 
conduct change assessments and to have a sound basis for decision making presentable to the 
customer.  Clearly defining the systems architecture of the ship early can improve requirements 
traceability, enhance communication, and augment the decision making process.  This thesis 
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explores a model-based approach to systems architecture with application to Navy ship design 
and acquisition.  Specifically, this thesis seeks to answer the following questions: 
1. Can MBSE be used to develop the systems architecture of a naval warship? 
2. Does MBSE provide any benefit to the designer?  In what way?  
3. Is the decision making process enhanced through the use of modeling? 
4. Where does systems architecture development fit into the overall ship design process? 


















In order to set the context for the model-based methodology described in this thesis, a review of 
related concepts and terminology is presented. 
2.1 DOD Acquisition Lifecycle 
The U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) has put in place rigid acquisition guidelines for system 
developers called the Defense Acquisition System.  The Defense Acquisition System exists so 
that there is proper management and oversight in the development and acquisition of large-scale, 
complex systems.  The fundamental acquisition procedures and policies are outlined in DOD 
Directive 5000.01 The Defense Acquisition System and DOD Instruction 5000.02 Operation of 
the Defense Acquisition System.  The acquisition process is structured into discrete phases 
separated by major programmatic reviews or decision points called ―Milestones‖.   The DOD 
Acquisition Lifecycle framework is depicted in Figure 6.  
 
Figure 6: DOD Acquisition Lifecycle ( (DOD 2008)) 
As shown, Milestone A represents the beginning of the technology development phase, 
Milestone B represents program initiation, and Milestone C corresponds to a production 
commitment.  IOC stands for Initial Operational Capability and FOC stands for Full Operational 
Capability.  In an attempt to improve governance and insight into the development, 
establishment, and execution of acquisition programs within the Department of the Navy (DON), 
SECNAVNOTE 5000 implemented the ―2-pass, 6-gate‖ process.  ―The goal of the review 
process is to ensure alignment between Service-generated capability requirements and 
acquisition, as well as improving senior leadership decision-making through better understanding 
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of risks and costs throughout a program's entire development cycle.‖  (SECNAV 2008)  This 
process for a program initiation at Milestone A is depicted in Figure 7. 
 
Figure 7: (SECNAV 2008) 
Pass 1 encompasses three gate reviews, gates 1, 2, and 3, led by the Chief of Naval 
Operations (CNO) or the Commandant of the Marine Corps (CMC).  Pass 1 starts prior to 
Concept Decision (CD), progresses through the Concept Refinement phase, and ends after the 
Gate 3 review.  It includes Department of the Navy (DON), the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense (OSD), and Joint processes for approval of the following documentation:  Initial 
Capabilities Document (ICD), Analysis of Alternative (AoA), Capabilities Development 
Document (CDD), Concept of Operations (CONOPS), and the System Design Specification 
(SDS) Development Plan.  
Pass 2 is led by the Component Acquisition Executive and encompasses gates 4, 5, and 6.  
Pass 2 starts after Gate 3 and ends after Milestone B which corresponds to the initial portion of 
the System Development and Demonstration (SDD) Phase.  Gate 4 review approves the SDS and 
then authorizes a program to continue to Gate 5 or Milestone B.  Gate 5 recommends to the 
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Milestone Decision Authority (MDA) approval of the release of the SDD Request for Proposal 
(RFP) to industry as authorized by the Acquisition Strategy. Gate 6 review serves to assess the 
overall program health including readiness for production, the sufficiency of the SDS, the Earned 
Value Management System (EVMS) Program Management Baseline (PMB), and the Integrated 
Baseline Review (IBR).  Follow-up reviews will be conducted to endorse or approve the 
Capabilities Production Document (CPD). 
The purpose for describing the DOD acquisition process is to highlight the fact that the 
current acquisition strategy is strictly document-driven, based on traditional programmatic 
review techniques.  Figure 7 illustrates the emphasis of documentation in the ―2-pass, 6-gate‖ 
process as the deliverable for decision milestones and gate review.  Key acquisition documents 
include the Initial Capabilities Document (ICD), the Analysis of Alternatives (AoA), the Concept 
of Operations (CONOPS), the Capabilities Development Document (CDD), the Capabilities 
Production Document (CPD), the System Design Specification (SDS), the Test and Evaluation 
Master Plan (TEMP), the Acquisition Program Baseline (APB), and the contract.  ―The purpose 
of life-cycle reviews in the traditional development environment was to synchronize a program‘s 
cost, schedule, and technical baselines in order to review the program in its entirety. Such 
reviews necessarily relied upon paper documents because of the inability of early information 
systems to provide electronic reviews of such programs. Hence a practice of paper-oriented life-
cycle reviews was built around available technology, and this practice continues to this day.‖ 
(Balmelli, et al. 2006) 
2.2 Capabilities Driven Architecture 
The DOD has implemented a capabilities-driven development system called the Joint 
Capabilities Integration and Development System (JCIDS).   
A central objective of the Quadrennial Defense Review was to shift the basis of defense 
planning from a “threat-based” model that has dominated thinking in the past, to a 
“capabilities-based” model for the future. This capabilities-based model focuses more on 
how adversaries fight, rather than specifically whom the adversary might be or where a 
war might occur. It recognizes that it is not enough to plan for large conventional wars in 
distant theaters. Instead, the United States must identify the capabilities required in order 
to defeat adversaries who will rely on surprise, deception, and asymmetric warfare to 




This new process represents a methodology shift in which requirements are derived in a top-
down fashion directly from operational capability as opposed to the traditional bottom-up 
approach.  In Figure 8, the left side represents the way in which requirements used to be 
developed where all four services generated their respective requirements in-house and fed those 
requirements up to the next level.  This led to difficult integration and sub-optimum System-of-
System requirements generation and ultimately drove the Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld 
to implement the JCIDS process, depicted on the right side of Figure 8.   
 
Figure 8: (Walker 2005) 
 The objective of the JCIDS process is to ensure the capabilities required by the joint 
warfighter are identified with their associated operational performance criteria in order to 
successfully execute the missions assigned. (CJCS, CJCSI 3170.01G Joint Capabilities 
Integration and Development System Instruction 2009)  The JCIDS process is closely linked to 
the Defense Acquisition System and the relationships are shown in Figure 9. 
 
Figure 9:  (CJCS 2009) 
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Figure 9 highlights the fact that JCIDS uses strictly a document-based approach to requirements 
generation.  MBSE has tremendous potential to improve the JCIDS process by integrating all the 
required documentation into a single database.  It would also provide a viable way to design with 
capabilities-based requirements in a solution neutral context.  Solution neutral means starting 
from capabilities and deriving the system requirements and architecture in a top-down fashion, 
not jumping to the answer by pulling the last ship‘s requirements off the shelf (as the ship design 
community often does).  The architecting process must be robust enough to accommodate 
emerging capability needs and must focus first on the problem space before jumping into the 
solution space.  ―While recognition of focus on capabilities-driven systems architecting has 
given rise to the fairly recent development of system architecting methods, frameworks, and 
processes, what is lacking at this time is a defined method for architecting—the development of 
the architecture itself.‖ (Whitcomb, et al. 2008) 
2.3 Systems Engineering (SE) 
Systems today are expected to perform at levels undreamed of a generation ago.  Increasing 
system complexity is driven by competitive pressures demanding increased capability at reduced 
costs and within shorter delivery cycles.  The interconnectivity among systems and the 
requirement for increased functionality requires integrated, system of systems (SoS) 
optimization. The integrated nature of these complex systems presents quite a challenge to 
system designers.   
 The term ―Systems Engineering‖ means different things to different people.  One could 
say that systems engineering has suffered from an identity crisis over the years.  The ―classical 
view‖ of systems engineering leans toward being a way of thinking or approach to design, 
whereas recent definitions, or the ―expanded view‖, term it as an engineering discipline.  The 
distinction is significant, but heavily debated and to no avail.  There have been numerous 
definitions of systems engineering presented over the years and they are shown in Table 1.  The 
table shows that the definitions have evolved over the last 25 years to include the role of 





Source Definition of Systems Engineering 
Mil-Std 499A (1974) The application of scientific and engineering efforts to:  (1) transform an operational 
need into a description of system performance parameters and a system configuration 
through the use of an iterative process of definition, synthesis, analysis, design, test, 
and evaluation; (2) integrate related technical parameters and insure compatibility of 
all related, functional and program interfaces in a manner that optimizes the total 
system definition and design; (3) integrate reliability, maintainability, safety, 
survivability, human, and other such factors into the total technical engineering effort 
to meet cost, schedule, and technical performance objectives. 
Chase (1974) The process of selecting and synthesizing the application of the appropriate scientific 
and technical knowledge to translate system requirements into system design and 
subsequently to produce the composite of equipment, skills, and techniques that can 
be effectively employed as a coherent whole to achieve some stated goal or purpose. 
Sailor (1990) Both a technical and management process; the technical process is the analytical 
effort necessary to transform an operational need into a system design of the proper 
size and configuration and to document requirements in specifications; the 
management process involves assessing the risk and cost, integrating the engineering 
specialties and design groups, maintaining configuration control, and continuously 
auditing the effort to ensure that cost, schedule, and technical performance objectives 
are satisfied to meet the original operational need. 
Wymore (1993) The intellectual, academic, and professional discipline the primary concern of which 
is the responsibility to ensure that all requirements for a bioware/hardware/software 
system are satisfied throughout the life cycle of the system. 
Ramo (1993) A branch of engineering that concentrates on the design and application of the whole 
as distinct from the parts…looking at the problem in its entirety, taking into account 
all the facets and variables and relating the social to the technical aspects. 
INCOSE - International 
Council on Systems 
Engineering (1999) 
An interdisciplinary approach and means to enable the realization of successful 
systems.  It focuses on defining customer needs and required functionality early in the 
development cycle, documenting requirements, then proceeding with design synthesis 
and system validation while considering the complete problem. 
Table 1: Systems Engineering Definitions 
 The definition of Systems Engineering used throughout this paper is that which is given 
by the International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE), ―Systems Engineering is an 
interdisciplinary approach and means to enable the realization of successful systems.  It focuses 
on defining customer needs and required functionality early in the development cycle, 
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documenting requirements, and then proceeding with design synthesis and system validation 
while considering the complete problem.‖ 
 The discipline of Systems Engineering has emerged in response to ever increasing system 
complexity.  It drives the balanced development of systems in terms of cost, schedule, 
performance, and risk and verifies that the technical solutions satisfy customer requirements.  
Systems Engineering has been proven as an effective way to manage complex and often 
technologically challenging problems.     
2.4 Systems Engineering Process 
The increasing complexity of naval ships today has made the ―Ship Design Process‖ essentially a 
―Systems Engineering Process‖.  Ship designers are filling the role as Systems Engineers and 
merging the two processes together.  System engineering is an interdisciplinary approach as 
explained earlier and includes both management processes and technical processes. A process is 
defined as a logical sequence of tasks performed to achieve a particular objective.  
  There has been an attempt to codify the practice of systems engineering through 
standards which have evolved over the last several years.  The taxonomy of standards includes 
systems engineering process standards, architecture frameworks, methods, modeling standards, 
and data exchange standards.  Figure 10 shows the evolution of the process standards since 1969 
starting with Mil-Std-499, a military standard of the U.S. Department of Defense.   The early 
standards, such as the Mil-Std-499, focused mostly on the verification and development life 




Figure 10: (INCOSE 2004) 
 ―The Systems Engineering Process (SEP) is a comprehensive, iterative and recursive problem 
solving process, applied sequentially top-down by integrated teams. It transforms needs and 
requirements into a set of system product and process descriptions, generates information for 
decision makers, and provides input for the next level of development.‖ (DAU 2001) 
Figure 11 shows the systems engineering process currently taught at the Defense Acquisition 
University (DAU).  Not all processes are the same, but the one represented here is fairly typical 
across the systems engineering community.  The process includes Inputs/Outputs, Requirements 
Analysis, Functional Analysis and Allocation, Requirements Loop, Synthesis, Design Loop, 




Figure 11: (DAU 2001) 
 The systems engineering process begins by identifying the stakeholders and gathering 
their needs, goals, and objectives.  This is represented by ―Process Inputs‖ in Figure 11 and is 
essentially a list of customer requirements including missions, measures of effectiveness, 
environments, and constraints.  The first step of the systems engineering process is Requirements 
Analysis.  The given customer requirements are translated into functional and performance 
requirements ensuring that they are unambiguous, measurable, verifiable, comprehensive, and 
concise. 
 The next step is Functional Analysis/Allocation in which the top level system functions 
are analyzed and decomposed into lower-level functions.  The associated performance 
requirements are then parsed and allocated to the lower-level functions creating the systems 
functional architecture.  ―The nature of complex systems today requires a high degree of 
communication exchanges between distributed functions to achieve a given systems mission. 
This is extremely difficult to describe without the aid of a functional architecture that describes 
the organization of functions in the context of a desired operational mission or capability. A 
functional architecture expresses the detailed functional, interface, and temporal aspects of the 
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system that are essential to gain sufficient insight and to communicate unambiguously the 
behavior of the system in its intended operational environment.‖ (DAU 2010) 
 The Synthesis phase represents the physical decomposition of the system and it evolves 
together with the requirements and functional architecture.  The lower tier functional and 
performance requirements are allocated to the lower level components, thus creating the physical 
architecture.  The development of the physical architecture is an iterative and recursive process 
that will define the systems form and the arrangement of the system components and associated 
interfaces.  Synthesis is complete when the physical architecture has been decomposed down to 
the lowest system element.  Verification is a critical part of the systems engineering process to 
ensure that the system design satisfies requirements.  ―The system engineering process is the 
engine that drives the balanced development of system products and processes applied to each 
level of development, one level at a time.‖ (DAU 2001) 
2.5 Systems Architecture and Architecting 
Systems today are increasing in complexity due to demands for more functionality, higher 
performance, lower costs, and improved human interfaces.  Systems architecture development is 
a critical early step in the design process because it determines the system‘s concept and 
behavior.  ―System architecture is an abstract description of the entities of a system and the 
relationships between those entities.‖ (Crawley, Weck, et al. 2004)  Systems architecture is 
important because it provides a way to effectively understand, design, and manage complex 
systems. It plays a central role in giving a system its behavior and ―ilities‖ (flexibility, 
adaptability, reliability, etc) as well as recognizing the systems emergent behavior and 
complexity as shown in Figure 12. 
 
Figure 12: (Crawley, Weck, et al. 2004) 
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Systems architecture means different things to different people and there is no single universally 
agreed upon definition.  Definitions from industry and academia include: 
 
 The arrangement of elements and subsystems and their functional allocation to meet 
system requirements. (INCOSE, 2008) 
 The arrangement of the functional elements into physical blocks. (Ulrich & Eppinger, 
2004) 
 The arrangement of function and feature that maximizes some objective. (Ring, 2001) 
 The embodiment of concept, and the allocation of physical/informational function to 
elements of form and definition of structural interfaces among the elements. (Crawley, 
2003) 
 The structure (in terms of components, connections, and constraints) of a product, 
process, or element. (Rechtin & Maier, 2002) 
 The structure of components, their relationships, and the principles and guidelines 
governing their design and evolution over time. (DoDAF, 2007) 
 The fundamental organization of a system embodied in its components, their 
relationships to each other and to the environment and the principles guiding its design 
and evolution. (IEEE AWG)  
The definition given by Edward Crawley, MIT professor, is the most inclusive and represents 
that which is desired in the ship design community.  This definition is augmented by Figure 13, 
in which ―Function‖ is related by ―Concept‖ to ―Form‖.  Function is defined as ―the activities, 
operations and transformations that cause, create or contribute to performance‖, where Form is 
―the physical/informational embodiment which exists or has the potential to exist‖. (Crawley 
2007)  In other words, Function is what the system does and Form is what the system is.  
Concept is defined by Crawley as, ―a product or system vision, idea, notion or mental image 




Figure 13: (Crawley 2007) 
―Systems architecting combines the theory and engineering of systems with the theory 
and practice of architecting.‖ (Rechtin 1991) The distinction between systems engineering and 
systems architecting is often misunderstood and the line is not always clearly drawn.  ―Generally 
speaking, engineering deals almost entirely with measurables using analytic tools derived from 
mathematics and the hard sciences; that is, engineering is a deductive process. Architecting deals 
largely with unmeasurables using non-quantitative tools and guidelines based on practical 
lessons learned; that is, architecting is an inductive process.‖ (Maier and Rechtin 2002)  A 
summary of the differences between architecting and engineering is shown in Figure 14.  
 
Figure 14: (Mercer 2008) 





Engineering The application of scientific and mathematical principles to practical ends 
such as the design, manufacture, and operation of efficient and economical 
structures, machines, processes, and systems. 
Architecting The application of scientific and mathematical principles to the 
representation of the form of a system in support of practical ends such as 
the planning, analysis, and engineering of efficient and economical 
systems. 
***Definitions from (Mercer 2008) 
 
 Despite the attempts to separate architecting and engineering, the overlap is unavoidable.  
It is safe to say that architects are not ―general engineers‖ but are specialists in reducing 
complexity, uncertainty, and ambiguity to workable concepts whereas systems engineers are 
masters of making feasible concepts work. (Rechtin 1991)  The real question is how does system 
architecture fit into the overall systems engineering process.  Figure 15 shows the emphasis and 
duration of the Architecture Design process in a typical DOD acquisition life cycle.   
 
Figure 15: (DAU 2010) 
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Developing the systems architecture is a trade and synthesis process. ―It translates the outputs of 
the Stakeholder Requirements Definition and Requirements Analysis processes into alternative 
design solutions and selects a final design solution.‖ (DAU 2010)  The architecting takes place in 
the functional allocation block in the systems engineering process as defined by DAU in Figure 
16 and also in the Vee Model presented by Mercer in Figure 17. 
 
Figure 16: Role of Systems Architecting within Systems Engineering (DAU 2010) modified 
 
Figure 17: (Mercer 2008) 
Systems architecture has become a critical step in the process for designing and developing 
complex systems.  It is time to recognize the contribution and define a process for creating 
systems architecture within the ship design community. 
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2.6 Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) 
Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) is not a new concept.  In fact, the idea of using 
models to assist the systems engineering process has been around for quite some time and is used 
extensively by the software community, especially since the advent of the Unified Modeling 
Language (UML) in the 1990‘s.  A model is ―a collection of all the artifacts that describe the 
system.‖ (Balmelli, et al. 2006)  A key feature of a model is that is an abstraction and can be 
represented in many forms.  The mathematical system theory behind MBSE was explicated by 
A. Wayne Wymore in 1993 and serves as the basis for the development of models and designs of 
large-scale, complex systems consisting of personnel, machines, and software.  INCOSE defines 
MBSE as ―the formalized application of modeling to support system requirements, design, 
analysis, verification, and validation activities beginning in the conceptual design phase and 
continuing throughout development and later life cycle phases.‖ (INCOSE 2007)   
 Traditionally, ship design has employed a document-based system engineering approach 
characterized by the generation of textual specifications, design documents, sketches, and 
diagrams that attempt to capture the system requirements and system specifications.  A ship is a 
large system and therefore the requirements and system specifications typically represent two 
different documents.  These documents are used to communicate design information to all 
stakeholders.  The systems engineer is then responsible for controlling the documentation and 
ensuring the documents and drawings are valid, complete, and consistent, and that the developed 
system complies with the documentation.  Document-based systems engineering relies on a 
concept of operation (CONOPS) document to define how the system is used to support the 
required missions.  A functional analysis is then performed to allocate the top-level functions to 
the systems components.  Block diagrams are used to capture the overall system design and are 
stored as separate files included in the system design documentation.  Typically the requirements 
are managed through the use of requirements management tool such as Telelogic DOORS.  
Traceability between requirements and the ship design must be done manually using a tool like 
DOORS as there is no formal link between the requirements database and the architecture/design 
documents.  The document-based approach can be rigorous and time consuming as information 
is often spread across several documents.  It is also difficult to understand a particular aspect of 
the system and to perform the necessary traceability and change impact assessments necessary 
for a complex ship design.  Engineers are forced to communicate by passing design documents 
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back and forth which is not only inefficient, but highly error prone.  A comparison table of 
model-based vs. document-based design is shown in Table 2. 
 
Table 2: (Baker, et al. 2009) 
 The traditional document centered approach has several drawbacks in addition to those 
described in Table 2.  Defining system functionality is an important step in the architecting 
process, and documents can often be unsuitable for capturing the various levels of functionality.   
It is also challenging to keep documentation synchronized with the current state of the design, 
especially in cases of extreme complexity and frequent design changes.  When documents are 
shared electronically, it is easy to see how efforts can be duplicated, leading to inefficiencies in 
the design process.  Developing a complex system involves many people across multiple 
engineering domains, therefore tracing the source of an error, should it occur, along a paper trail 
is extremely difficult.   
 MBSE provides the system designer a rigorous means for capturing and integrating 
system requirements, design, analysis, and verification information.  With the increasing 
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capability of computer processing, storage, and network technology, MBSE is becoming more 
prevalent in the field of systems engineering.  In fact, the INCOSE 2020 vision anticipates that 
all systems engineering efforts will eventually transition from a document-based approach to a 
model-based approach as depicted in Figure 18. 
 
Figure 18 : (INCOSE 2007) 
Friedenthal lists the benefits of MBSE over a document-based approach recognized by the 
overarching community of systems engineers. (Friedenthal 2008) This list includes: 
 Enhanced communication 
One of the key advantages of using MBSE is the ability to clearly communicate the system 
design using a language that reaches out to all stakeholders.  The use of models and a common 
systems language provides a way to mitigate ambiguity and promote consistency of thought 
across the entire program team.  MBSE enhances communication by providing a complete 
representation of the system in a single data repository, a ―one stop shop‖.  MBSE helps to 
manage complexity by viewing the system at various levels of abstraction and provides the 
ability to integrate views of the system from multiple perspectives. 
 Reduced development risk 
MBSE supports continuous and ongoing requirements validation and design verification, thus 
helping to mitigate associated development risk.  It has also been shown to provide more 
accurate cost estimates to develop the system.   
 Improved quality 
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MBSE facilitates rigorous traceability between requirements, design, analysis, and testing which 
corresponds to improvement in quality over the traditional document centric method.  The 
inherent traceability leads to more complete, unambiguous, and verifiable requirements.  All 
aspects of the design are contained in a single relational database providing enhanced design 
integrity by eliminating redundancy and inconsistency.  
 Increased productivity 
One of the obvious benefits to using a MBSE approach is the quickness and ease in which a 
design change can be implemented.  It allows for immediate feedback on change assessments or 
impact analyses.  Another advantage that improves overall productivity is the potential for reuse 
of existing models to support design evolution.  As mentioned earlier, the Defense Acquisition 
System is heavily reliant on document-based programmatic reviews in order to assess and 
approve the system design to move forward.  MBSE provides automated document generation so 
the current state of the design can instantly be captured and the emphasis can be placed on 
developing the system instead of formatting the documentation.  
 When using a model-based approach, the modeling language is used to define the 
requirements architecture, system design and system architecture.  In Figure 19 below, it is easy 
to see where the modeling language fits into the overall systems engineering process. 
 
Figure 19: (Quayle 2009) 
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It is important to note that MBSE is not process dependent.  It simply incorporates system 
modeling into the overall systems engineering effort and produces a system model as one of the 
primary artifacts.  MBSE does not replace current process standards but serves to enhance the 
systems engineering process through the use of a centralized model repository.   
2.7 MBSE Methodologies and Frameworks 
A method is defined as ―a set of related activities, techniques, and conventions that implement 
one or more processes and is generally supported by a set of tools.‖ (Friedenthal 2008) As stated 
earlier, systems engineering standards have evolved over the years and now include various 
modeling standards and architecture frameworks.  The following sections provide a summary 
review of these modeling standards, methods, and frameworks. 
2.7.1 UML/SysML 
UML is a software visual modeling language standard managed by the Object Management 
Group (OMG); an open membership, not-for-profit consortium that produces and maintains 
computer industry specifications for interoperable enterprise applications.  OMG in collaboration 
with The International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) created an extension of 
UML, called the System Modeling Language (SysML) that incorporates additional modeling 
diagrams to model complex systems that include hardware, software, data, personnel and 
procedures.  A Venn diagram depicting the relationship between UML and SysML is shown in 
Figure 20.  The development of SysML has worked to improve the acceptance of system 
modeling across all systems engineering, not only software systems.  
 
Figure 20 (OMG) 
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SysML is simply a graphical modeling language standard, and is therefore tool and methodology 
independent.  It provides a means to capture the system modeling information without imposing 
a specific method.  SysML is intended to help specify and architect systems in an unambiguous 
way that can be clearly communicated to all stakeholders.  SysML includes nine diagrams as 
shown in the SysML diagram taxonomy in Figure 21. 
 
Figure 21: (OMG) 
2.7.2 Vitech CORE 
Vitech Corporation is the provider of the CORE product suite that combines modeling language 
and software tool, and the Vitech MBSE methodology.  Where SysML is simply a modeling 
language, Vitech CORE combines modeling language, software tool, and methodology in one.  
The recent release of CORE 6.0 now provides SysML support by incorporating three of the most 
utilized SysML diagrams including the activity diagram, sequence diagram, and requirements 
diagram.  CORE is built around a central integrated design repository that is linked to four 
primary concurrent system engineering activities as shown in Figure 22 , which are then 





Figure 22: (Vitech Corporation 2009) 
 
Figure 23: (Vitech Corporation 2009) 
2.7.3 OPM 
Object Process Methodology (OPM) is a holistic systems paradigm that combines system 
structure and behavior in a single integrated graphic and natural language model.  OPM 
represents the system in the form of objects, processes, and states.  Processes can affect, 
generate, or consume objects.  A state characterizes an object‘s condition which can be changed 
by processes.  This methodology is currently taught at MIT, Technion, Israel Institute of 
Technology, and the University of Rochester.  OPM is not as widely known as others such as 
SysML, but offers the advantage of a single graphic with various levels of abstraction.  OPM is 
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enhanced though an automatic translation of the model into an Object-Process Language (OPL) 
script.  OPL is essentially the model description in natural English.  System complexity is 
managed through graphical scaling including process zooming, unfolding and folding objects, 
and expressing or suppressing states.  OPM has evolved in recent years from an analysis method 
into a systems engineering method, encompassing the entire lifecycle of the system.  OPM has 
been used in a number of large-scale projects in the U.S., Germany, and Israel and is currently 
being experimented with at Ford and NASA. 
2.7.4 Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DoDAF) 
The Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DoDAF) provides a foundational 
framework for developing and characterizing architecture descriptions.  ―The Department of 
Defense Architecture Framework (DoDAF), Version 2.0 is the overarching, comprehensive 
framework and conceptual model enabling the development of architectures to facilitate the 
ability of Department of Defense (DoD) managers at all levels to make key decisions more 
effectively through organized information sharing across the Department, Joint Capability Areas 
(JCAs), Mission, Component, and Program boundaries.‖ (DoD 2009)  DoDAF incorporates three 
views: Operational View (OV), Systems and Services View (SV), and Technical Standards View 
(TV).  These views are depicted in Figure 24 and provide the basis for deriving measure of 
interoperability or performance, and for measuring the impact of the values of these metrics on 
operational mission and task effectiveness.   
 
Figure 24:  (DoD 2009) 
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3.0 Case Studies  
One of the best ways to validate a process or foresee the advantages is by researching industry 
best practices and success stories.  The Navy has often looked to industry to verify that they are 
upholding and/or surpassing standard practices.  Most revolutionary ideas within the naval ship 
design arena have been taken from industry in one form or another including lean engineering, 
set-based design, and open systems architecture.  Model-Based Systems Engineering is not an 
exception as it has been used extensively in the software development community (termed 
Model Driven Architecture or MDA) and has started to trickle into the systems engineering 
community since the advent of SysML.  The case studies below will serve as an ―industry 
review‖ of MBSE, highlighting claimed benefits and lessons learned. 
3.1 Software Engineering Cases 
Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) is a model based approach for software architecture and 
design developed by OMG
1
 which includes a set of key principles intended to improve software 
interoperability, reusability, portability, maintainability, and reliability.  The approach has had 
resounding success in the software community and many experts suggest that such an approach 
applied to systems engineering could produce similar results.  Cloutier hypothesizes that the 
application of MDA may provide 10-20% efficiency increase in the Systems Engineering effort 
over using what have become the SE tools of choice (PowerPoint, Word, Excel).  To put this into 
perspective, for a $20M engineering project with SE representing 10% of the overall effort, the 
improved efficiency might range from $200k - $400k.  The following case studies demonstrate 
the value of MDA to the software community. 
Carter Ground Fueling Ltd.
2
  
 Carter Ground Fueling Ltd. is the Airline Industry‘s leading supplier of fuel delivery 
software and hardware.  They recently brought to market their leading edge AvR2057 in-cab 
refueling system in record time due in large part to the adoption of a full Model-Driven 
Development environment.  The benefits of using a model-driven approach experienced by 
Carter Ground Fueling include: 
                                               
1 OMG (Object Management Group) has been an international, open membership, not-for-profit computer industry 
consortium since 1989.  OMG‘s current standards include:  UML (Unified Modeling Language), SysML (Systems 




 Flexibility-functional changes can be made quickly and cost effectively. 
 Communication -―It would have been impossible to achieve and maintain such a strong 
design and architecture without the ability to express and share these visually through 
models‖ said Darren Hale, project manager. 




 Daimler Chrysler TSS is a wholly owned subsidiary of Daimler Chrysler AG, founded in 
1998.  They used MDA to develop their Electronic Production Planning (ePeP) system with the 
goal of achieving a 10% increase in productivity.  The project presented many challenges 
including: 
 Very complex business and process logic 
 Integration into existing, complex system landscape 
 Required 10% improvement in productivity to achieve cost saving targets 
 Multi-site development in Germany and Malaysia 
Despite the many challenges, they were able to exceed their original goal and increased 
development productivity by 15%. They cited a key benefit of the MDA approach was ensuring 
architectural consistency of the complex ePeP system.  Other benefits of applying MDA realized 
by Daimler Chrysler TSS include: 
 Improves project communication and coordination, reducing friction losses normally 
caused by multi-site development 
 Increases project transparency allowing for early identification of problems and issues 
 Streamlines the development process with fewer misinterpretations of requirements 
 Reduces architectural complexity 
 Automatically ensures architectural consistency across all application tiers and functional 
layers 




3.2 Systems Engineering Cases 
Systems Engineers have historically been prolific producers of documentation, whether it be the 
system specification, sub-system specification or a trade-off study report.  However, the role of 
the systems engineer is gradually changing as companies begin to adopt MBSE methodologies.  
The adoption and diffusion rate of MBSE in industry has been slow, but as standards and 
processes improve the tides will surely change.  Systems engineers will abandon the long-
standing document centric approach in place of MBSE and will be called ―paper pushers‖ no 
more.  The case studies below reflect the current state of MBSE and describe the benefits and/or 




 Toyota Motor Corporation is one of the world‘s largest automobile companies and is 
known for its innovative use of technology.  Toyota was one of the earliest companies to 
embrace model-based design in the hopes to improve time-to-market, quality, and reliability, 
while reducing cost.  At the end of 2007, Toyota entered a partnership with Maplesoft, the 
leading provider of high-performance software tools for engineering, science, and mathematics, 
in order to move them to a new model-based development process.  ―Model-Based Development 
will set new industry standards for the use of software tools and models in automotive systems 
development,‖ said Dr. Akira Ohata, Project General Manager of Toyota Motor Corporation.  





 NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) currently uses MBSE to 
streamline requirements development on various projects.  NASA presented the MBSE 
requirements development process for the Altair project during the Seventh Annual NASA 
Project Management Challenge in February 2010.  Altair is the lunar lander spacecraft 
component of NASA‘s Constellation fleet.  NASA envisions Altair lunar lander to transfer up to 
four astronauts from the Orion crew capsule to the lunar surface, then to serve as a life support 





base for surface exploration missions lasting up to one week, and then finally returning the 
astronauts back to the Orion spacecraft.  MBSE has allowed NASA to communicate to suppliers 
what they want from Altair through a central database (or model) including operational concepts, 
functional architecture and design constraints.  The use of a central database allows for system 
attributes to be tracked and linked directly to requirements and provides the capability to 
generate products as reports from a common set of data.  NASA‘s use of MBSE improves 
quality and timeliness of the requirements and reduces the resources required to develop and 

















4.0 Developing the Architecture 
The potential benefits of MBSE have been realized by the overarching community of systems 
engineers, but that is not to say models should be used in every situation.  ―Just because you can, 
doesn’t mean you should.”  There must be a clear purpose for modeling a system and it must be 
defined in terms of the expected results before the modeling effort begins.  This will help to 
define the scope of the model in terms of breadth, depth, and fidelity.  A design team could start 
by modeling a ship concept, and without proper scope could end up modeling the entire Navy.  
The purpose and scope provide the basis for establishing realistic expectations of the modeling 
effort.  There are several standard purposes for modeling systems and they include: 
1. To characterize an existing system 
2. To analyze or evaluate a system 
3. To specify and design a new system 
4. To train users on operation or maintenance of a system 
In early stage ship design, the purpose of modeling would be to design a new system, specifically 
to represent the ship concept architecturally.   
 MBSE methods will be used in the subsequent paragraphs to investigate how the 
propulsion system of a naval ship could be modeled and architected in CORE.  This architecting 
process will explore the advantages and disadvantages of using MBSE in ship design and 
acquisition.   
4.1 Vitech CORE Overview 
Vitech CORE was introduced earlier and is the tool used for developing the propulsion system 
architecture in this thesis.  A comparison of MBSE tools and methodologies extends beyond the 
scope of this thesis, therefore CORE was chosen simply because it was the easiest MBSE tool to 
access.  At the heart of the CORE systems engineering environment is a central design repository 
that maintains every aspect of the system design.  The centralized repository or database allows 
for various representations of the data in order to facilitate communication amongst the various 
stakeholders. The design repository stores and maintains all the system attributes in an integrated 
and consistent manner and allows for documents to be produced on an as-needed basis.  
Additionally, when a design change is made within CORE, all the subsequent views and 
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documentation generated will reflect the change.  In this way, no one is concerned about whether 
they have the latest documentation as it can be easily generated from the repository.  The 
repository contains the following artifacts:  
• Requirements 
• Functional descriptions and graphical models 
• Behavioral executable models 
• Performance characteristics and constraints 
• Operational architectures 
• Physical architectures 
• Interfaces, data flows and rates 
• Responsible organizations 
• Technical guidance 
 
 CORE has also extended the systems engineering environment to integrate with DODAF 
semantics.  The operational architecture domain was developed in addition to the system 
architecture domain.  Figure 25 shows the relationships within and between the operational 
architecture and the system architecture.  However, only the system architecture domain is used 




Figure 25:  (Vitech Corporation 2009) 
4.2 Requirements Development 
One of the challenges facing the ship design team is ensuring the ship meets operational 
objectives and goals.  In order to ensure real world applicability, mission-based operational 
needs should drive the system definition, architecture and design.  There are many organizations 
involved in the ship design process and it is easy to lose sight of the operational end-state.  If 
operational capability is used upfront to drive requirements, then the design team is able to 
maintain linkage between operational and technical requirements throughout development.  
―Systems engineering must have a mission focus to ensure that each organization contributes to a 
design that meets operational needs and objectives.‖ (Adams and Kott 2008)  
 Proper development of the architecture requires a comprehensive modeling technique 
based on well-specified, capability-based requirements.  One method, described in Adams and 
Kott (2008), proposes to use the Required Operational Capabilities and the Projected Operating 
Environment (ROC/POE) upfront to define requirements.  An alternate method uses the 
Universal Naval Task List (UNTL) as a source for deriving customer requirements and then 
allocates those requirements to mission system packages.  (Doerry 2006)   Whichever way 
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requirements are developed, they are almost always captured in some sort of requirements 
document or capabilities document.  In order to maintain real-world applicability, the propulsion 
system developed below will start with the actual Performance Specification Document for the 
Auxiliary Dry Cargo Ship, T-ADC(X). (NAVSEA 1998)  The document was added in CORE as 
the system reference document.  The first step in the architecting process is to define the need 
and system concept within the database.  In designing the propulsion system, the designer must 
understand that it is a system-of-systems (SoS).  The propulsion system is in fact a subsystem of 
a larger system, the ship itself.  The ship itself is also a subsystem of a larger system, the Navy 
fleet.  The Navy fleet is a subsystem of a larger system, the joint environment including the 
Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, and Allied nation components.  In this design, the focus is 
solely on the propulsion system of the Auxiliary Dry Cargo Ship, T-ADC(X).  The system was 
created in CORE by defining a component called Sys.1 Propulsion System. 
 To capture the source or originating requirements, the propulsion system requirements 
were extracted from the source document and added to the CORE database.  It is also possible to 
augment requirements with external files.  Two external files in the form of tables were added to 
the database to augment the tagged requirements.  Since all of these top-level requirements came 
from the source document, they are also linked to the document within CORE.  Verification 
requirements explicated in the source document were also added to the database.  Figure 26 
shows how the Document links to Requirements, how the Document links to the System, and 
how a Requirement can be augmented by an External File. 
 
Figure 26:  Source Requirements (Vitech Corporation 2009) 
In order to define the system and its boundary, the top-level components and top-level root 
functions must be identified.  This is called the system context.  The context is made up of the 




Figure 27:  (Vitech Corporation 2009) 
The external components created include the atmosphere, fuel, operator, ship hull, and water.  
The propulsion system context is shown in Figure 28.  This context was placed in a new folder in 
the database in order to separate it from the evolving component hierarchy.    
 
Figure 28:  System Context 
4.3 Requirements Analysis 
―Requirements Analysis encompasses the definition and refinement of system, subsystem, and 
lower-level functional and performance requirements and interfaces to facilitate the Architecture 
Design process.‖ (DAU 2010)   It is extremely important that the system has measurable and 
verifiable requirements.  The originating requirements need to be parsed into single, testable 
requirements statements.  In the database, the originating requirements were refined and parsed 
into leaf-level requirements.  These single requirement statements are noted to be ―derived‖ 
requirements with linkages back to their origins.  This is a long and often iterative process, so it 
is important to maintain all linkages back to the originating requirements, which CORE does 
automatically.  Additionally, certain requirements can generate issues or problems.  They could 
be poorly stated requirements or could be conflicting with other requirements.  CORE allows the 
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designer to capture both the issue and the decision that resolved the issue.  In this way the user 
can keep track of decisions, alternatives, and rationale.  In the database, four issues were 
―generated by‖ requirements.  Three were closed in the database and documented with rationale 
and one was left as an open issue to see the impact on the overall model.  The open issue is 
related to what speeds of advance the ―Stopping‖ requirement must be met, as shown in Figure 
29. 
 
Figure 29:  Requirements Issues 
 Requirements can also cause a certain amount of risk that must be captured within the 
database.  Requirements risk is real and is not always documented in a systems design as it 
should be.  In the database one requirement risk related to the sustained speed requirement was 




The ship shall be capable of stopping within a
time of 6 minutes and a head reach of not
greater than nine ship lengths with a t rack
departure of no greater than one ship length
and heading departure of no greater than 15
degrees without  damage to ship systems.
VerificationRequirement
Manueverability Verification
During the design process, maneuverability
including thruster(s) performance (if provided)
shall be verified by simulation or model tests.
Issue
Stopping
At  what  speeds of advance must this
requirement be met.
Date:










Figure 30:  REQ.1.2 Sustained Speed 
Requirements can be classified in the databases by the type of requirement:  performance, 
functional, constraint, or verification.  Non-functional requirements (such as availability and 
reliability) are captured as constraints.  The system level constraint requirements were linked to 
the system component, Sys.1 Propulsion System, in the CORE database. 
4.4 Functional & Physical Architecture  
―A functional architecture expresses the detailed functional, interface, and temporal aspects of 
the system that are essential to gain sufficient insight and to communicate unambiguously the 
behavior of the system in its intended operational environment. The development of a functional 
architecture and definition of system functions should not be performed in isolation; it should be 
developed incrementally with stakeholder requirements and the physical architecture to ensure 
that the appropriate functions and interfaces are identified.‖ (DAU 2010)  There are many 
essential benefits to developing a functional architecture, specifically it provides
6
: 
 A definition of the system functional baseline,  
 A measure of the system's ability to fulfill its functional objectives as defined by 
the system functional requirements,  
 A measure of the system's ability to fulfill its performance objectives as defined 
by the system performance requirements.  
 The system's ability to operate within resource constraints,  
                                               
6 Functional architecture benefits stated here come from (DAU, Defense Acquisition Guidebook 2010) 
causes refined by refined by refined by refined by refined by








































 Costs, economic and otherwise, of implementing and operating the system over 
its entire life cycle, and  
 Side effects, both positive and adverse, associated with architectural options  
 The functional architecture and physical architecture of the propulsion system were 
developed concurrently.  The physical architecture is created as system functions are allocated to 
their respective components.  The first step was to allocate a root function to the total system.  
This root function, Perform Propulsion System Functions, encompasses all functions of the 
system and was allocated to Sys.1 Propulsion System.  Another root level function was created, 
Perform Operator Functions, and was appropriately allocated to the Operator.  An Enhanced 
Functional Flow Block Diagram (EFFBD) was used to insert a parallel structure in the functional 
context because propulsion system functions and operator functions are performed in parallel. 
An N2 Diagram was then used to show that the operator provides Desired Speed (item) and 
Machinery Request (item) as an input to the propulsion system.  Desired Speed and Machinery 
Request are entered into the CORE database as input ―Items‖.  The EFFBD is shown in Figure 
31.  
 
Figure 31:  EFFBD  
 Logically, the functional decomposition follows by decomposing the top level function, 
Perform Propulsion System Functions, into lower level functions.  These lower level functions 
should be traced back to requirements (―based on‖).  Functions are decomposed until they can be 
uniquely allocated to the next level of Component.  This functional hierarchy and allocation 
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provides the organization of the performance requirements in a specification for a component. 
Every function that is allocated to a component should have associated performance 
requirements linked to it.  The relationships between functions, components, and requirements 
defined in CORE are shown in Figure 32.  
 
Figure 32:  (Vitech Corporation 2009) 
The EFFBD was used again to add constructs and functions under Perform Propulsion System 
Functions. The constructs are used to group lower-level functions into categories which include 
propulsion, control, support, and survivability as shown in Figure 33 below. 
 
Figure 33:  EFFBD Functional Decomposition 
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 Now that the functional constructs are defined, the following functions can be 
decomposed:  Provide Propulsion, Provide Machinery Control, Provide Auxiliary Support, and 
Provide Redundancy. 
Provide Propulsion 
 An ―OR‖ structure was selected in the EFFBD to show two possible architectures of the 
Propulsion System:  Mechanical or IPS.  The propulsion top-level functions were added in 
sequential order via the EFFBD for both the mechanical drive and electric drive architectures.   
 Mechanical Functions:  Generate Mechanical Energy, Transfer Mechanical Energy, 
Generate Thrust, Transfer Thrust 
 IPS Functions:  Generate Mechanical Energy, Generate Electrical Power, Distribute 
Electrical Power, Convert to Mechanical Energy, Transfer Mechanical Energy, 
Generate Thrust, Transfer Thrust 
The above top-level functions were then allocated to the components that must perform them 
(prime mover, transmission, propulsor, motor, generator, power distribution module).  This 
allocation and decomposition is shown in the EFFBD in Figure 34. 
 
Figure 34:  EFFBD Provide Propulsion 
The next step is to define the flows between the functions, i.e. the inputs, outputs and triggers, as 




Figure 35:  Provide Propulsion functional flow 
These flows can also be represented in an N2 Diagram (Figure 36) which displays the flows in a 
neater fashion. 
 
Figure 36: N2 Diagram Provide Propulsion 
The functions must be based on performance requirements to complete traceability.  Since 
functions may be aggregated to enhance understanding, not every function will have 
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performance requirements, but every function that is allocated to a component should have 
associated performance requirements.  The previous performance requirements must be 
decomposed in order to allocate them to the respective lower-level functions.  This 
decomposition was performed in order ensure every function allocated to a component is 
traceable back to a requirement. 
Provide Machinery Control 
 The next top-level function of the propulsion system is ―Provide Machinery Control‖.  To 
decompose control functions, the control requirements of the ship in regards to the propulsion 
system must be revisited.  Provide Machinery Control is decomposed into lower-level functions:  
Provide Local Control, Provide Remote Speed Control, Collect Propulsion System Data, Display 
Propulsion System Data, Provide Connectivity, and Perform Data Logging.  The decomposition 
is represented by Figure 37. 
 
Figure 37:  Provide Machinery Control Functional Decomposition 
An EFFBD was again used to create the functional flows.  Speed control cannot be 
simultaneously performed at the bridge and EOS, therefore an ―OR‖ construct was created.  
―Iteration‖ was added for collecting and displaying propulsion system data, based on the 
machinery data refresh rate.  Iteration was also added to Perform Data Logging, which shall be 
performed every 4 hours and upon operator request based on requirements.  These functions 




Figure 38:  EFFBD Provide Machinery Control 
Again, each of the decomposed control functions must be based on a requirement (if they are 
allocated to a component) in order to complete traceability.  In CORE, the relationship ―based 
on‖ is used to attribute performance requirements to all leaf-level control functions. 
Provide Auxiliary Support 
 The next top-level function is to ―Provide Auxiliary Support‖, which can be decomposed 
into the following sub-functions:  Provide Start Air, Provide Fuel, Provide Lubrication, Provide 
Cooling Water, and Provide Combustion Air.   
 
Figure 39:  Provide Auxiliary Support Functional Decomposition 
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All the sub-functions were allocated to their respective components within the CORE database 
and linked back to requirements to complete traceability.  Again an EFFBD was used to create 
the auxiliary support function parallel constructs as shown in Figure 40. 
 
Figure 40:  EFFBD Provide Auxiliary Support 
Provide Redundancy 
 The function, Provide Redundancy, was decomposed into sub-level functions in the same 
way as Provide Propulsion, Provide Machinery Control, and Provide Auxiliary Support.  The 
lower level functions were allocated to components to develop the physical architecture and were 
then linked back to performance requirements. 
4.5 Capture Functional and Performance Issues and Risks 
While developing the system‘s functional hierarchy and deriving the associated performance 
requirements, additional issues and risks may be identified.  The issue could lead to a design 
decision that results in an additional requirement or could result in an additional function or 
functions.  If this is a major design decision, it should be augmented with an issue to capture the 
details of the decision. As an example, the Fuel Efficiency Requirement generated an Issue that 
led to a prime mover trade study.  The results and rationale of the trade study were documented 
in the Issue, and ultimately resulted in an additional refining requirement.  The refining 
requirement is captured as a design decision in the CORE database by changing the origin to 
―design decision‖.  This Trade Study Issue was assigned to NAVSEA and documented by the 
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Alternate Propulsion Study Report (March 2007).  The specifics of conducting a trade-study and 
capturing it in the database will be discussed later.  The relationships described above related to 
the Fuel Efficiency Trade Study Issue are shown in Figure 41 and Figure 42. 
  
Figure 41:  Fuel Efficiency Trade Study 
 
Figure 42:  Additional Requirement “Design Decision” 
4.6 Refine External Interfaces & Links 
An external interface element identifies the fact that the system communicates in some manner 
with an external component.  Details of the interface are captured in Link element definitions.  
Link elements represent the actual physical connections in CORE.  The external interfaces were 
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defined earlier, but as the system component hierarchy evolves, the terminus point for those 
interfaces are changed (i.e. subordinate components of the Sys.1 Propulsion System are now the 
terminus points of the interfaces).  The external components are ―joined to‖ the lower level 
components and they are ―joined thru‖ the system.  The links and interfaces established within 
CORE are displayed in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively. 
 
Table 3:  Component Links 
 
Table 4:  Component Interfaces 
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4.7 Refine Internal Interfaces & Links 
Within the system hierarchy, the allocation of Functions to their respective Components 
establishes the internal interfaces of the system based on the Items that flow between the 
allocated functions.  The internal interfaces are formalized in the database using the Interface and 
Link element classes as done with the External Interfaces and Links. 
4.8 Verification/Validation 
Verification requirements are captured in the database and specify how each requirement is to be 
verified.  It is possible for a single ―Verification Requirement‖ to verify multiple requirements as 
shown below. 
 
Figure 43:  Verification Requirement 
Verification activities can be captured in the model as Verification Events that include test 
procedures and/or test configurations.  The actual tests are performed external to the CORE 





During design, the propulsive performance shall be
verified using a suitable systemat ic series such as
Taylor or Series 60. The scaling of the series
resistance to ship scale shall include the frict ional
resistance formulation, form factor, and correlation
allowance. Appendage resistance shall be calculated
and propulsive efficiency predicted based on model
tests of similar ships, DDS 051-1, or data from
generally recognized references such as Hoerner’s
Fluid Dynamic Drag. Propeller efficiency shall be
estimated using series data such as the NSMB
B-series, or be based on hydrodynamic (lifting line)
predict ions. The power including still air drag and any
margin that  is applied shall be less than the
requirements of 3.3.1 for the design to be in




The ship shall be capable of a sustained speed of 20
knots in the Full Load (Condit ion D), calm water, and
clean hull using no more than 80 percent of the
installed engine rating (maximum continuous rating,
MCR) of the main propulsion engine(s) or motor(s), as
applicable for mechanical drive plants or electric
propulsion plants. The power to achieve this speed
also shall be not greater than 80 percent of the
installed generator rating for elect ric propulsion plants
with dedicated propulsion generator sets. For
integrated electric propulsion plants, the power
required to achieve this speed shall be not greater than
80 percent of the installed generator set rating
following deduct ions for at-sea ship service power
requirements and elect ric plant  growth margins. The
ship shall be capable of smooth, bumpless acceleration
and deceleration between the minimum ship speed




The ship shall have the capability to maneuver in
format ion as described by the requirements of this
section. Unless otherwise specified in this section, the
maneuverability requirements shall apply to the ship
operat ing in deep calm water without wind or current.
The maneuverability requirements shall be met  at ship
loading conditions corresponding to the deepest  and
shallowest  drafts that  occur and the associated trims
during the UNREP mission. Maneuverability
requirements shall be met  at init ial speeds of 5, 14,
and 20 knots, unless otherwise specified.
Maneuverability requirements, except  for section
3.3.1.b.4, shall be met  without the assistance of




The ship shall be capable of a sustained speed of 20
knots in the Full Load (Condit ion D), calm water, and
clean hull using no more than 80 percent of the
installed engine rating (maximum continuous rating,
MCR) of the main propulsion engine(s) or motor(s), as
applicable for mechanical drive plants or electric
propulsion plants. The power to achieve this speed
also shall be not greater than 80 percent of the
installed generator rating for elect ric propulsion plants
with dedicated propulsion generator sets. For
integrated electric propulsion plants, the power
required to achieve this speed shall be not greater than
80 percent of the installed generator set rating
following deduct ions for at-sea ship service power
requirements and elect ric plant  growth margins.
Date:









place, the respective Verification Requirement should be updated in the model to reflect the 
status.  The relationships involved with verification are shown in the figure below. 
 
Figure 44: (Vitech Corporation 2009) 
4.9 Requirements Traceability 
Requirements traceability is one of the key motivators for MBSE.  The model provides 
traceability for each and every element of the design by keeping track of the linkages back to 
source requirements.  Too often in the ship acquisition community there are developed systems 
that do not effectively meet the needs of the stakeholders.  Requirements get lost or manipulated 
over time and it is extremely difficult to maintain traceability between design documents and the 
requirements management tool. CORE generates a traceability diagram that shows the 
relationships graphically and can also output a Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM) in an 
easily readable table format.  The traceability diagram is too large to display in its entirety, but 
an excerpt is shown in Figure below.  The RTM is displayed in Appendix I as part of the entire 
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5.0 Decision Making 
Architectural models of the system provide a basis for decision making and support architectural 
decisions driven by real functional requirements.  The traceability inherent in a systems model 
allows for more accurate change assessments and alternatives analysis.  The designer is able to 
see how a small change in one aspect of the design can drastically affect the whole.  Risk and 
cost are able to be incorporated into the model to enhance the decision-making process.  
Executable models can also be used in an analysis of alternatives (AoA) by conducting system 
design trade-offs and use cases can be incorporated into the model to verify that the system 
capability satisfies mission requirements.  The following paragraphs will demonstrate a few of 
these enhanced decision-making attributes of MBSE. 
5.1 Trade Study 
A trade study is used by systems engineers to compare alternative solutions for a given problem 
based on some criteria.  A measure of effectiveness (MOE) is used to define a property that 
needs to be evaluated in a trade study.  Design decisions as a result of a trade study are entered in 
the database as requirements and are augmented with an issue to capture the details of the design 
decision.  In this example, a trade study was conducted for two related aspects of the design. 
1. IPS or Mechanical Drive 
2. Propulsor Selection 
IPS or Mechanical:  Because the selection of IPS or Mechanical will affect the propulsor 
selection criteria, that trade study is performed first.  An analysis of the originating requirements 
concludes that there is no indication of preference for one design over the other from the 
customer.  A trade study was conducted with the following measures of effectiveness (that come 
from the requirements):  Fuel Efficiency and Cost.  Based on the criteria, a diesel mechanical 
drive was selected in the trade study because it was cheaper compared to IPS and had 
comparable fuel savings.  IPS offers many advantages such as flexibility in arrangements and 
optimum loading, but this was not important to the customer and came with a higher price tag.  
The results and rationale of the trade study were documented in the Issue and lead to a refining 
requirement.  Note that the trade study itself is not conducted in CORE, but the details and 
findings of the external trade study are captured within the database, along with the organization 
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that conducted it.  This allows for traceability of design decisions back to the originating 
rationale.  Within the database, Component ―1.2 Transmission‖ generates the issue ―IPS-
Mechanical Drive Trade Study‖ which results in a requirement ―REQ.1.2.2 Mechanical Drive‖, 
as shown in Figure 46. 
 
Figure 46:  IPS Trade Study 
Propulsor:  Based on the selection of Mechanical Drive, the controllable pitch propeller was 
selected as the best choice of propulsor.  The choices were fixed pitch propeller, controllable 
pitch propeller, ducted or shrouded propeller, or waterjet.  This is all documented in the database 
as an issue and refining requirement.  The fixed pitch (FP) propeller requires special measures 
for stopping and reversing:  it must be possible to change the direction of rotation of the 
propeller in either the gearbox or the driving machinery.  Controllable pitch propellers offer 
advantages in maneuverability (i.e. reversing and low speed capability).  Disadvantages of 
controllable pitch propellers (CPP) are a larger hub, a hollow shaft, a hydraulic control system, 
and a lower efficiency.  Overall the CPP is more complicated and expensive, and is more prone 
to cavitation than a FP propeller.  Ducted propellers offer protection to the propeller blades and 
contribute to the thrust generated by the propeller, particularly at low loads.  This allows the 
propeller to have a smaller diameter than it would as an open propeller.  However, the additional 
friction between the flow and the duct causes slightly lower overall efficiency compared to an 
open propeller.  A waterjet is an option for high-speeds and it is light and efficient.  It has no 
underwater appendages, high efficiency, low weight, low underwater noise, no reversing gear, 
and no long transmission line.  A trade study comparing evaluating propulsor performance 
requirements and cost has led to the selection of the controllable pitch propeller as the best 
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choice.    A performance analysis of the fixed pitch propeller design found that the ship did not 
meet REQ.1.1.2 Stopping or REQ.1.1.3 Thrust.  The controllable pitch ship design was able to 
meet both requirements.  The relationships related to this trade study are shown in Figure 47. 
 
Figure 47:  Propulsor Trade Study 
5.2 Change Assessment 
One of the advantages of storing the system design in an integrated design repository is the ease 
in which impact analysis and change assessments can be performed.  For example, suppose the 
customer wishes to know the impact of exchanging or replacing the prime mover.  The 
―Behavior Impact of Physical Change‖ was selected in which a diagram is displayed that shows 
which functions and which inputs and outputs may be affected.  It shows which functions the 
replacement must perform and shows the data interfaces between the replacement component 
and the other elements of the system/context.  In Figure 48, it is easy to see that changing the 
prime mover affects the system‘s ability to generate mechanical energy, thus affecting the engine 
break power, exhaust air, combustion air, fuel oil, and start air.  This is a simplified example, but 
one can imagine in an intricately modeled system how this capability can be extremely 




Figure 48:  Behavior Impact of Prime Mover Change 
 Suppose the customer wishes to change the Machinery Centralized Control Station 
(MCCS).  Figure 49 was quickly generated to show the customer exactly what functions will be 
affected by changing the MCCS, and which inputs and outputs are affected.  This is a valuable 
tool that not only generates the information instantly, but also produces it in a readable form that 
all stakeholders can easily understand. 
 
Figure 49:  Behavior Impact of Machinery Centralized Control Station Change 
 A similar assessment was done in response to a changing requirement in which all the 
functions and components associated with the changed requirement were quickly identified.  The 
initial requirement for data logging is shown in Figure 50 below. 
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Figure 50:  REQ.3.1.3 Data Logging 
Suppose the Data Logging requirement was to change.  The requirement to have an automatic 
printed record of monitored parameters and alarm status every 4 hours was removed so that the 
only requirement was to provide the record whenever the station in control of propulsion changes 
and on demand.  The impact of the requirement change was analyzed in a matter of seconds with 
the use of the CORE database.  The impact diagram, Figure 51, shows that changing the Data 
Logging requirement affects the Perform Data Logging function, the Provide Machinery Control 
function, the MCCS, and the functional domain sets. 
 
Figure 51:  Impact of changing REQ.3.1.3 
REQ.3.1.3
Data Logging
Automat ic data logging shall be provided to furnish a
printed record of se lected monitored parameters and
associated alarm status every 4 hours, whenever the
stat ion in control of propulsion changes, and on demand.
The data loggers shall also provide a record of alarmed
parameters including date, t ime, alarm set  or re-set, and
maneuvering bell. A summary data log of selected plant
status shall be printed automat ically every 24 hours or on
demand and shall be in the form similar to an engineer’s log
book. An interface shall be provided for downloading data
from the MCCS to a personal computer for data collection
and t rend analysis.
Date:
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 In addition to providing quick change assessments, MBSE provides a way to store the 
numerous changes, decisions, and rationale in the database serving as a kind of ―corporate 
memory‖.  As stated before, the ship design process could span several years and it is extremely 
difficult to keep track of every single design change over that length of time using a document-
centric approach.  Additionally, people on the design team at the beginning of a ship design 
process may or may not be the same people at the end.  Personnel change jobs often and take 
their respective knowledge with them.  CORE is able to capture decisions and design attributes 
as they evolve over time through ―versioning‖.  Versioning allows users to manage and report 
changes in the central design repository, and view all changes with the attribute history report. 
This provides all members of the design team with a comprehensive look at the database 
evolution and visibility of who made the change and when it was made.  Previous versions of the 
design are maintained in the repository and can be restored at any time.  An example of 
versioning is not incorporated in this thesis as the versioning capability was not provided with 















The goal of this thesis was to explore the possibilities and potential benefits of using a model-
based approach to developing systems architecture in naval ship design.  The specific questions 
that this thesis sought to answer, stated in the introductory paragraph, include: 
1. Can MBSE be used to develop the systems architecture of a naval warship? 
2. Does MBSE provide any benefit to the designer?  In what way?  
3. Is the decision making process enhanced through the use of modeling? 
4. Where does systems architecture development fit into the overall ship design process? 
5. What is the right tool to be used in developing the architecture? 
Although the answers to these questions have been given throughout the body of this thesis 
indirectly, a brief summary of the answers is provided. 
Can MBSE be used to develop the systems architecture of a naval warship? 
In this thesis the systems architecture of a ship‘s subsystem, the propulsion system, was 
developed using MBSE.  This architecting process can clearly be extended to develop the 
systems architecture of a naval warship.  The increased complexity of designing the 
entire ship could only enhance the relevance and benefits of using MBSE.  A significant 
barrier in the use of MBSE in ship design is the deeply embedded document-centric 
nature of the ship acquisition process.  The transition to a model-based development 
strategy should be incremental in nature and proceed in a steady, goal-oriented way.  The 
approach should start with the introduction of various MBSE pilot projects in the ship 
design process in order to quantify benefits in terms of efficiency, cost, schedule, and 
risk.  The transition would include a considerable amount of training in order to 
effectively use the system model and to maximize the perceived benefits of a model-
based environment.     
Does MBSE provide any benefit to the designer?  
The potential benefits of using MBSE were described in detail in the previous chapters 
and include: enhanced communication, requirements traceability, and improved decision 
making.  The process of developing the architecture of the propulsion system 
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demonstrated the power of MBSE with regards to requirements traceability and decision-
making.  Although communication was not specifically addressed when architecting the 
propulsion system, MBSE would clearly enhance communication between stakeholders 
by providing a single repository of information.  The designer would be able to easily 
keep the customer informed and engaged at all stages of the design process.  This will 
ensure early on that the design is consistent with the customer‘s requirements and will 
eliminate the painful situation of presenting a final design that does not meet the needs of 
the customer.        
Is the decision making process enhanced through the use of modeling? 
As stated before, architectural models of the system provide a basis for decision making 
and support architectural decisions driven by real functional requirement.  The 
traceability inherent in a systems model allows for more accurate change assessments and 
alternatives analysis.  The designer is able to see how a small change in one aspect of the 
design can drastically affect the whole.  Risk and cost can also be incorporated into the 
model to enhance the decision-making process.  Executable models can be used in an 
analysis of alternatives (AoA) by conducting system design trade-offs and use cases can 
be incorporated into the model to verify that the system capability satisfies mission 
requirements.  A few of these enhanced decision-making attributes of MBSE were 
presented including a trade-off analysis, a change assessment, and the ability to easily 
track changes and design decisions.  
Where does systems architecture development fit into the overall ship design process? 
Systems architecture is important because it provides a way to understand, design, and 
manage complexity.  In the ship design process, there is a significant need to ensure that 
the architecture is not only well-defined, but also addresses the needs of the stakeholders.  
For this reason, systems architecture development must begin at the very early stages of 
the ship design process.  The MBSE process used in developing the propulsion system 
started at the beginning with developing requirements.  As explained in the case studies 
section, there are those in industry at the forefront of MBSE adoption that use system 
models to communicate design and performance requirements.  The key is to define a 
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standard process for developing systems architectures to be used consistently across 
DOD.    
What is the right tool to be used in developing the architecture? 
A comparison of MBSE tools and methodologies extends beyond the scope of this thesis.  
Vitech CORE was an easily accessible software tool through the Vitech CORE 
University program, and therefore was chosen simply for that reason.  NoMagic‘s 
MagicDraw UML software with SysML plug-in was experimented with, but Vitech 
CORE was found to be more user-friendly from an untrained perspective.  Further 
research and evaluation is required in order to determine the right MBSE tool to use in 
ship design applications. 
In addition to answering the posed questions in the introduction, the research described in this 
thesis has provided the author some useful insight into MBSE and its applicability to naval ship 
design and acquisition.   
A MBSE approach could be instrumental in streamlining the Navy Acquisition process 
by providing improved visibility and communication of the system design specification with a 
centralized database.  As described earlier, the DOD acquisition process is based on traditional, 
document-driven programmatic reviews.  SECNAVNOTE 5000 (Feb 2008) implemented the ―2-
pass, 6-gate‖ process which requires the development and approval of a System Design 
Specification (SDS) prior to Milestone B.  The SDS currently takes the form of a single 
document that aims to identify derived requirements, technology development risks, design 
standards, and expected system attributes.  The intent of the SDS is to provide decision makers 
improved visibility and insight into the capabilities, costs, and risks of the system earlier in the 
acquisition process in order to facilitate better early stage decisions.  The current process puts 
emphasis on developing the documentation for approval, instead of developing the system for 
approval.  The value of using a MBSE approach is that emphasis is placed on developing the 
system first, and generating documentation is secondary.  Using a central database to capture the 
derived requirements, design standards, and expected systems attributes allows for instant 
generation of desired views or documents while also ensuring consistency.  Instead of creating 
various documents throughout the acquisition process, one model could serve as the project 
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specification and desired reports could be instantly generated with a click of a button.  Changes 
can be made quickly and there is never confusion as to which ―document‖ is the most up to date.     
MBSE complements the set-based design methodology because it can clearly convey 
which elements of the design are stable and which are flexible.  Set-based design defers detailed 
specification until tradeoffs are more fully understood, therefore allowing more of the design 
effort to proceed concurrently.  In CORE, an element of the design that requires further analysis 
can be tagged with an issue that captures the details of the tradeoff study including the current 
status, the rationale, and the due date.  The issue can then be assigned to a particular organization 
or the persons responsible for the trade study.  This is the way in which the database is managed 
in order to ―keep score‖ of the variable attributes.  ―Traditional, document-driven systems 
development methods are designed to create a ‗point solution‘ – that is, a solution for a specific 
and static set of requirements.  These methods result in systems that are sluggish in their 
response to dynamic conditions and changing requirements, expensive to maintain over extended 
periods of time, and prone to system failure.‖ (Balmelli, et al. 2006) 
 Communicating ship requirements to the shipbuilder is currently done in a document-
centric way through a Statement of Work (SOW) and Ship Specification.  The SOW document 
details the work the contractor will perform and specifies when necessary how the work is to be 
performed.  The Ship Specification document sets forth the technical performance requirements 
that the ship must achieve (what the ship will do).  This method is by all accounts inefficient and 
known to be extremely error prone.  As explained throughout this thesis, MBSE offers enhanced 
communication through the use of a single design repository as opposed to various documents 
and diagrams used in a document-based approach.  MBSE has the potential to more effectively 
communicate the Navy‘s requirements in order to establish a contractual baseline between the 
Navy and the shipbuilder.  Issues, derived requirements, questions, rationale, risk, etc. can all be 
captured in the model to facilitate communication.  Clear concise communication of 
requirements and expectations earlier in the design process would reduce risk and downstream 
cost and/or re-work as experienced in recent ship programs. 
   Traditional system development methods are based on a static and predictable set of 
system requirements.  In reality, requirements are volatile and have potential to be changed over 
time as the system development process evolves.  As a whole, the ship design community has not 
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appropriately managed the risk of requirements changing which has led to numerous programs 
running over time and over budget.  The approaches for dealing with the requirements volatility 
have been inconsistent and sometimes include using margins based on past ship performance 
problems.  The systems engineering process should be robust enough to quickly and easily adapt 
to changing requirements, and this is where the legacy document-driven approach falls short. 
―Experience has shown that traditional requirements-driven methodologies result in systems that 
are limited in their capability to self-modify in response to evolving mission or business needs, 
brittle and difficult to manage in adapting to new requirements, and expensive to maintain over 
an entire product life cycle.‖ (Balmelli, et al. 2006)  MBSE development is much better suited to 
handle the unpredictable requirements changes because all the design information is contained in 
one place.  MBSE makes impact and change assessments almost trivial because all the system 
attributes and element relationships in the model are instantly updated when a change is made. 
 MBSE has potential to improve the capabilities-based architecture development process.  
There are several published documents and papers that describe this potential in detail using the 













The purpose for modeling a system must be clearly defined upfront in terms of the expected 
results of the modeling effort before the process begins.  The purpose for modeling should be 
used to determine the scope of the modeling effort in terms of model breadth, depth, and fidelity.  
Based on the results of the research described herein, MBSE has tremendous potential in various 
aspects of ship design and acquisition and further research and pilot projects are recommended to 
quantify the projected benefits in terms of schedule, cost, and risk.   
 MBSE is a significant paradigm shift.  Adopting MBSE in ship design would require a 
shift in traditional acquisition strategy which still remains purely document-driven.  Any shift 
toward MBSE would surely meet with resistance at first, but there are many lessons learned from 
industry on how to implement MBSE into an organization.   
Future Work 
 Further explore the use of MBSE to streamline requirements and communication between 
the Navy and the Shipbuilder. 
 Quantify benefits of using MBSE in ship design in terms of schedule, cost, and risk 
 Explore the possibilities of deriving a DSM (Design Structure Matrix) from the system 
model.  Specifically, devise an algorithm for automatically (or semi-automatically) 
constructing a Model-based DSM (MDSM) directly from the CORE model.  This has 
been demonstrated manually from OPM to DSM and could add significant value to the 
project management aspect of the design. (Sharon, Dori and de Weck 2009) 
 Integrate ship design analysis tools such as ASSET, POSSE, and MaxSurf with the 
architecting process and system design model (CORE or SysML) in order to allow for a 
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The propulsion system is one of the most important systems onboard a marine vessel.  The function 
of the propulsion system is to generate thrust, which enables the ship to move at the desired speed.  
The propulsion system consists of three main components:  prime mover, transmission, and 
propulsor. 
System Mission: 
The overall mission of the propulsion system is to propel the ship through the water at a desired 
speed. 
Allocated Functions: 
0  Perform Propulsion System Functions 
Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
Document Date: Wednesday, March 18, 1998 
Description: This specification is a description of the system requirements for T-ADC(X). 
Included are the mission, capabilities, major systems requirements, interfaces, environmental 
constraints, interchange requirements, logistics concept, personnel, and verification 
requirements. 
This specification establishes overall system requirements to guide the subsequent 
engineering development and more detailed specifications. 
External Interfacing System(s): 
EXT.1  Atmosphere 
EXT.2  Fuel 
EXT.3  Operator 
EXT.4  Ship Hull 
EXT.5  Water 
Assigned Design Constraints: 
REQ.4  Lifecycle Cost 
REQ.6.1  Availability 
REQ.6.2  Reliability w/ repair 
REQ.6.3  Reliability w/out repair 
1  Component Overview 
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REQ.7  Service Life 
Triggers from External Source(s): 
Desired Speed 
Source of Trigger(s): 
C.1  Perform Operator Functions 
Machinery Status Request 
Source of Trigger(s): 
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 Figure 2  Propulsion System Functional Context 
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 Figure 3  Propulsion System Functional Interface Context 
2  Originating Requirements 
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REQ.1  Mobility 
Requirement Statement: 
The ship shall be capable of a sustained speed of 20 knots in the Full Load (Condition D), calm 
water, and clean hull using no more than 80 percent of the installed engine rating (maximum 
continuous rating, MCR) of the main propulsion engine(s) or motor(s), as applicable for 
mechanical drive plants or electric propulsion plants. The power to achieve this speed also shall be 
not greater than 80 percent of the installed generator rating for electric propulsion plants with 
dedicated propulsion generator sets. For integrated electric propulsion plants, the power required to 
achieve this speed shall be not greater than 80 percent of the installed generator set rating following 
deductions for at-sea ship service power requirements and electric plant growth margins. The ship 
shall be capable of smooth, bumpless acceleration and deceleration between the minimum ship 
speed associated with the lowest sustainable prime mover rpm and corresponding propeller pitch 
(where controllable pitch propeller(s) are provided) setting and maximum ship speed.  
Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
Refined By Subordinate Requirements: 
REQ.1.1  Manueverability 
REQ.1.2  Sustained Speed 
REQ.1.3  Endurance 
REQ.1.4  Fuel Efficiency 
REQ.1.5  Mobility Support Systems 
REQ.1.1  Manueverability 
Requirement Statement: 
The ship shall have the capability to maneuver in formation as described by the requirements of 
this section. Unless otherwise specified in this section, the maneuverability requirements shall 
apply to the ship operating in deep calm water without wind or current. The maneuverability 
requirements shall be met at ship loading conditions corresponding to the deepest and shallowest 
drafts that occur and the associated trims during the UNREP mission. Maneuverability 
requirements shall be met at initial speeds of 5, 14, and 20 knots, unless otherwise specified. 
Maneuverability requirements, except for section 3.3.1.b.4, shall be met without the assistance of 
lateral thrusters, even if thrusters are provided.  
2  Originating Requirements 
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Parent Requirement's Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.1  Mobility 
Refined By Subordinate Requirements: 
REQ.1.1.1  UNREP 
REQ.1.1.2  Stopping 
REQ.1.1.3  Thrust 
REQ.1.1.1  UNREP 
Requirement Statement: 
The ship shall be capable of simultaneous UNREP of two customer ships alongside at speeds of 
12-16 knots. 
Parent Requirement's Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.1.1  Manueverability 
REQ.1.1.2  Stopping 
Requirement Statement: 
The ship shall be capable of stopping within a time of 6 minutes and a head reach of not greater 
than nine ship lengths with a track departure of no greater than one ship length and heading 
departure of no greater than 15 degrees without damage to ship systems.  
Parent Requirement's Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.1.1  Manueverability 
Generates Issues: 
Stopping 
2  Originating Requirements 
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REQ.1.1.3  Thrust 
Requirement Statement: 
The thrust bearing shall be capable of withstanding transfer of maximum thrust in one direction to 
maximum thrust in the opposite direction.  The ship shall be capable of transfering maximum thrust 
in one direction to maximum thrust in the opposite direction in 12 seconds or less. 
Parent Requirement's Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.1.1  Manueverability 
Basis Of: 
Function:  1.4  Transfer Thrust Force 
REQ.1.2  Sustained Speed 
Requirement Statement: 
The ship shall be capable of a sustained speed of 20 knots in the Full Load (Condition D), calm 
water, and clean hull using no more than 80 percent of the installed engine rating (maximum 
continuous rating, MCR) of the main propulsion engine(s) or motor(s), as applicable for 
mechanical drive plants or electric propulsion plants. The power to achieve this speed also shall be 
not greater than 80 percent of the installed generator rating for electric propulsion plants with 
dedicated propulsion generator sets. For integrated electric propulsion plants, the power required to 
achieve this speed shall be not greater than 80 percent of the installed generator set rating following 
deductions for at-sea ship service power requirements and electric plant growth margins.  
Parent Requirement's Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.1  Mobility 
Refined By Subordinate Requirements: 
REQ.1.2.1  Main Propulsion Engine Rating 
REQ.1.2.2  Mechanical Drive 
REQ.1.2.3  Light Running Margin 
REQ.1.2.4  Propulsor 
2  Originating Requirements 
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REQ.1.2.5  Shafting 
Basis Of: 
Function:  1  Provide Propulsion 
Causes Risks: 
RISK.1  Sustained Speed 
REQ.1.2.1  Main Propulsion Engine Rating 
Requirement Statement: 
The ship shall be capable of a sustained speed of 20 knots in the Full Load (Condition D), calm 
water, and clean hull using no more than 80 percent of the installed engine rating (maximum 
continuous rating, MCR) of the main propulsion engine(s)  
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.1.2  Sustained Speed 
Basis Of: 
Function:  1.1  Generate Mechanical Energy 
REQ.1.2.3  Light Running Margin 
Requirement Statement: 
Light Running Margin (LRM) shall be between 5% and 6%.  This LRM will offer sufficient engine 
speed margin to maintain constant engine power when the ship deteriorates from trial condition to 
service condition. 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.1.2  Sustained Speed 
Basis Of: 
Function:  1.1  Generate Mechanical Energy 
REQ.1.2.4  Propulsor 
Requirement Statement: 
2  Originating Requirements 
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The propulsor(s) shall survive the marine environment at the speed-time profile specified with no 
visible erosion between scheduled drydockings. The propulsor design shall maximize propulsive 
efficiency and minimize cavitation at all steady ahead operating conditions consistent with other 
requirements.  
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.1.2  Sustained Speed 
Refined By Subordinate Requirements: 
REQ.1.2.4.1  Controllable Pitch Propeller 
Basis Of: 
Function:  1.3  Generate Thrust Force 
REQ.1.2.5  Shafting 
Requirement Statement: 
The shafting shall survive the marine environment at the speed-time profile specified with no 
visible erosion between scheduled drydockings.  Means shall be provided for locking of shaft(s). 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.1.2  Sustained Speed 
Basis Of: 
Function:  1.2  Transfer Mechanical Energy 
REQ.1.3  Endurance 
Requirement Statement: 
The ship‘s machinery shall be capable of continuous operation using distillate fuel in accordance 
with ASTM D975, Grade 2-D; ISO 8217, F-DMA DFM (North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO) Code F-76); and capable of operation for 10,000 nautical miles at 20 knots on JP-5 
(NATO Code F-44).  
Parent Requirement's Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.1  Mobility 
Refined By Subordinate Requirements: 
2  Originating Requirements 
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REQ.1.3.1  Fuel Tankage 
REQ.1.3.1  Fuel Tankage 
Requirement Statement: 
The ship‘s machinery shall be capable of operation for 10,000 nautical miles at 20 knots on JP-5 
(NATO Code F-44) and fuel tankage shall be sized accordingly to satisfy endurance requirement 
(without re-fuel and without falling below 50% of full capacity). 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.1.3  Endurance 
Basis Of: 
Function:  3.2  Provide Fuel 
REQ.1.4  Fuel Efficiency 
Requirement Statement: 
The specific fuel consumption (SFC) shall not exceed 225 g/kWh at 80% MCR (maximum 
continuous rating).  Fuel rates shall be determined using diesel fuel marine (DFM) and shall be 
calculated based on fuel with a lower calorific value of 42,000 kJ/kg, and ambient air and sea water 
temperatures of 38 degrees C and 32 degrees C, respectively  
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.1  Mobility 
Refined By Subordinate Requirements: 
REQ.1.4.1  Prime Mover 
REQ.1.4.2  Fuel 
Basis Of: 
Function:  1.1  Generate Mechanical Energy 
Generates Issues: 
Fuel Efficiency Trade Study 
REQ.1.4.2  Fuel 
Requirement Statement: 
Fuel shall be diesel fuel marine (DFM).  Fuel levels shall not fall below 50% of total capacity.   
2  Originating Requirements 
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Parent Requirement's Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.1.4  Fuel Efficiency 
Basis Of: 
Function:  3.2  Provide Fuel 
REQ.1.5  Mobility Support Systems 
Requirement Statement: 
Mobility Support Systems shall comply with all mil-spec requirements and standards 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.1  Mobility 
Refined By Subordinate Requirements: 
REQ.1.5.1  Start Air Pressure 
Basis Of: 
Function:  3  Provide Auxiliary Support 
Function:  3.3  Provide Lubrication 
Function:  3.4  Provide Cooling Water 
Function:  3.5  Provide Combustion Air 
REQ.1.5.1  Start Air Pressure 
Requirement Statement: 
Start air pressure shall be 450 psi 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.1.5  Mobility Support Systems 
Basis Of: 
Function:  3.1  Provide Start Air 
REQ.2  Survivability 
Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
2  Originating Requirements 
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Refined By Subordinate Requirements: 
REQ.2.1  Firefighting 
REQ.2.2  Redundancy and Separation 
REQ.2.3  Structural Fire Insulation 
REQ.2.1  Firefighting 
Requirement Statement: 
Water mist fire protection system in accordance with NFPA 750 or total flooding systems that do 
not use gases lethal to humans at fire fighting concentrations shall be used for coverage of category 
A machinery spaces and spaces containing flammable and combustible liquids and pumping 
systems.  
Parent Requirement's Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.2  Survivability 
REQ.2.2  Redundancy and Separation 
Requirement Statement: 
The number of propulsion engines and generators shall meet redundancy standards of US Navy 
vessels for survivability.  Lube oil service and jacket water systems for propulsion and generator 
engines shall be designed such that any single failure of a system component or any single break in 
distributive piping shall not affect more than a single propulsion or generator engine. 
 
Where functionally redundant distributive systems are required herein, the redundant distributive 
systems shall be separated athwartships by not less than one half the ship‘s beam and vertically by 
not less than two decks. In way of machinery spaces, redundant distributive systems are not 
required to be run through tanks to maintain separation.  
Parent Requirement's Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.2  Survivability 
Basis Of: 
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Function:  4  Provide Redundancy 
REQ.2.3  Structural Fire Insulation 
Requirement Statement: 
In addition to regulatory body requirements, A-60 structural fire insulation shall be provided in 
accordance with Table IV. 
Parent Requirement's Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.2  Survivability 
REQ.3  Command & Control 
Requirement Statement: 
The primary ship control location shall be the Navigating Bridge, with secondary propulsion and 
thruster (if applicable) control from bridge wings, port and starboard. The command, control, and 
communications systems and equipment shall be in accordance with the requirements of the 
Regulatory Body requirements, Classifications Rules, SOLAS, and the ABS Guide for One Man 
Bridge Operated (OMBO) Ships. 
Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
Refined By Subordinate Requirements: 
REQ.3.1  Machinery Centralized Control System 
REQ.3.1  Machinery Centralized Control System 
Requirement Statement: 
Propulsion Control from the ship control console (SCC) at the Navigating Bridge and main control 
console (MCC) at the EOS shall include independent and combined speed control of each shaft and 
propeller pitch where controllable pitch propeller(s) are provided. 
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The MCCS shall be designed for main control from the MCC and secondary control from the SCC. 
Transfer of control shall be accomplished by a request to the controlling console and an 
acknowledgment from the controlling console. During plant operation, the MCCS shall also 
continuously monitor and control: auxiliary plant temperatures, pressures, flows, and levels; 
electric plant characteristics; and damage control systems. Abnormal conditions shall actuate 
alarms to warn of the condition and provide for automatic shutdown in the case of malfunctions 
which could lead to equipment damage or personnel hazard.  
Parent Requirement's Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.3  Command & Control 
Refined By Subordinate Requirements: 
REQ.3.1.1  Connectivity 
REQ.3.1.2  Data Acquisition & Display 
REQ.3.1.3  Data Logging 
REQ.3.1.4  Growth Margin 
REQ.3.1.5  Standards 
Basis Of: 
Function:  2  Provide Machinery Control 
Function:  2.1  Provide Local Control 
Function:  2.2  Provide Remote Speed Control 
REQ.3.1.1  Connectivity 
Requirement Statement: 
The MCCS shall be capable to attach and communicate to the local area network (LAN) to 
download data via open database connectivity to an SQL compliant client/server database installed 
on the LAN. Data download shall be configurable for both timing and parameter download 
definition, including bell logging, alarm logging, alarm set or reset. Date and time stamping of all 
parametric and logging shall be incorporated. 
Parent Requirement's Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
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Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.3.1  Machinery Centralized Control System 
Basis Of: 
Function:  2.5  Provide Connectivity 
REQ.3.1.2  Data Acquisition & Display 
Requirement Statement: 
Central data acquisition and display shall be incorporated as an integral part of the MCCS. Multiple 
color flat panel or CRT monitors shall be provided in the MCC and one color flat panel or CRT 
shall be provided in the SCC and Chief Engineer‘s office for selective display of data items, 
alarms, and mimics. Color flat panels and CRTs shall be a minimum of 483 mm diagonal and shall 
be capable of being configured independently of each other to permit display of data, alarms, and 
mimic on different monitors simultaneously. Mimics shall dynamically display the status of 
machinery, valves, tank levels and controls on a schematic representation of the system. 
Parent Requirement's Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.3.1  Machinery Centralized Control System 
Basis Of: 
Function:  2.3  Collect Propulsion System Data 
Function:  2.4  Display Propulsion System Data 
REQ.3.1.3  Data Logging 
Requirement Statement: 
Automatic data logging shall be provided to furnish a printed record of selected monitored 
parameters and associated alarm status every 4 hours, whenever the station in control of propulsion 
changes, and on demand. The data loggers shall also provide a record of alarmed parameters 
including date, time, alarm set or re-set, and maneuvering bell. A summary data log of selected 
plant status shall be printed automatically every 24 hours or on demand and shall be in the form 
similar to an engineer‘s log book. An interface shall be provided for downloading data from the 
MCCS to a personal computer for data collection and trend analysis.  
Parent Requirement's Source Document(s): 
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Performance Specification Document 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.3.1  Machinery Centralized Control System 
Basis Of: 
Function:  2.6  Perform Data Logging 
REQ.3.1.4  Growth Margin 
Requirement Statement: 
MCCS equipment, including computer hardware and software, shall include provisions for at least 
20 percent growth for future alarms and controls. 
Parent Requirement's Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.3.1  Machinery Centralized Control System 
REQ.3.1.5  Standards 
Requirement Statement: 
MCCS software shall be in an industry standard, high level, non-proprietary language. The system 
configuration shall permit the system user to change set point levels, add and delete equipment 
items to be monitored or controlled and to change the contents and format of the bell and data 
logger printed outputs. Means to prevent unauthorized tampering with MCCS software data and 
bell logs, and set points shall be provided. 
Parent Requirement's Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.3.1  Machinery Centralized Control System 
Basis Of: 
Function:  2  Provide Machinery Control 
REQ.4  Lifecycle Cost 
Requirement Statement: 
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Life cycle cost as defined herein is total cost, which can be divided into two parts, charter plus 
operating and support costs. Operating and support costs shall include all costs directly attributable 
to the ship operation and support including such costs as waste oil disposal and trash disposal.  
Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
Specifies: 
Component:  Sys.1  Propulsion System 
REQ.5  Human Design Integration 
Requirement Statement: 
An EOS shall be provided for control and monitoring of the propulsion and auxiliary machinery 
plants. The EOS shall be enclosed, environmentally controlled, and acoustically protected for the 
safety and comfort of engineering personnel. The EOS shall be located to provide good visibility of 
and convenient access to the main and auxiliary machinery.  
Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
Basis Of: 
Function:  2.1  Provide Local Control 
REQ.6  Reliability, Maintainability, Availability (RMA) 
Requirement Statement: 
The reliability and maintainability characteristics of the ship‘s systems shall be high enough to 
ensure high probabilities of completing all phases of the operating profiles.  
Each propulsion engine shall be capable of continuous operation at rated power in all ahead 
propulsion modes.  Quantitative reliability and availability requirements of critical systems are 
identified in Table IX.  
The T-ADC(X) shall be capable of operating throughout the full realm of peacetime and wartime 
scenarios with minimum time out of service for emergent repairs. The objective for maximum time 
out of service (i.e., time not available to carry out an existing mission) should be less than 2.5 days 
per year.  
Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
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Refined By Subordinate Requirements: 
REQ.6.1  Availability 
REQ.6.2  Reliability w/ repair 
REQ.6.3  Reliability w/out repair 
REQ.7  Service Life 
Requirement Statement: 
The ship shall be designed and constructed to provide a 40-year service life with minimum 
maintenance and repair.  
Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
Specifies: 
Component:  Sys.1  Propulsion System 
REQ.8  Vibration 
Requirement Statement: 
The ship and ship components shall be free from excessive vibration. Vibration is excessive when 
it results in damage or potential of damage to ship structure, machinery, equipment, or systems, or 
when it interferes or threatens to interfere with the required operation of the ship, its cargo systems, 
or any ship component. Hull girder, deckhouse, kingpost and crane foundation vibration shall be 10 
percent below the upper curve of the peak acceleration or peak velocity values represented by ISO 
Standard 6954. 
Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
Refined By Subordinate Requirements: 
REQ.8.1  Equipment Foundation 
REQ.8.2  Propulsion Shafting Vibration 
REQ.8.2  Propulsion Shafting Vibration 
Requirement Statement: 
Longitudinal and lateral propulsion shafting vibration shall meet the acceptability constraints of 
Section 4 and 5 of SNAME T & R Code C-5 with the following modification to section 4: 
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The highest exciting frequency in Section 4.3.2(d) shall be:  
(Design RPM/60) (Number of Propeller Blades) (1.41) = a frequency which has to be rounded up to 
the next higher integral frequency. 
Torsional propulsion shafting vibrations shall meet the acceptability constraints of Section 3 of 
SNAME T & R Code C-5 with the following modification to paragraph 3.2.1: 
For propulsion diesel engine installations, excessive vibratory torque at any operating speed shall 
be defined as vibratory torque greater than 75 percent of the driving torque at the same speed, or 25 
percent of the full load torque, whichever is smaller.  
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.8  Vibration 
Basis Of: 
Function:  1.2  Transfer Mechanical Energy 
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REQ.4  Lifecycle Cost 
Design Constraint Statement: 
Life cycle cost as defined herein is total cost, which can be divided into two parts, charter plus 
operating and support costs. Operating and support costs shall include all costs directly attributable 
to the ship operation and support including such costs as waste oil disposal and trash disposal.  
Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
Constrains: 
Component:  Sys.1  Propulsion System 
REQ.6.1  Availability 
Design Constraint Statement: 
The propulsion system should have an availability of 0.8 (threshold), with a goal of 0.98 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.6  Reliability, Maintainability, Availability (RMA) 
Constrains: 
Component:  Sys.1  Propulsion System 
REQ.6.2  Reliability w/ repair 
Design Constraint Statement: 
Mean time before failure = 20,000 hours  
"Reliability with repair" allows repair or replacement of redundant equipment in the system 
provided that minimum acceptable system performance can be maintained until the repairs are 
completed.   
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.6  Reliability, Maintainability, Availability (RMA) 
Constrains: 
Component:  Sys.1  Propulsion System 
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REQ.6.3  Reliability w/out repair 
Design Constraint Statement: 
Reliability w/out repair = 2500 hours 
"Reliability without repair" is a run to failure condition. Replacement or repair of failed 
components, even in repairable redundant sections of the system, is forbidden. 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.6  Reliability, Maintainability, Availability (RMA) 
Constrains: 
Component:  Sys.1  Propulsion System 
REQ.7  Service Life 
Design Constraint Statement: 
The ship shall be designed and constructed to provide a 40-year service life with minimum 
maintenance and repair.  
Source Document(s): 
Performance Specification Document 
Constrains: 
Component:  Sys.1  Propulsion System 
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REQ.1.2.2  Mechanical Drive 
Performance Requirement Statement: 
The propulsion drive shall consist of a mechanical drive train. 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.1.2  Sustained Speed 
Specifies: 
Component:  1.2  Transmission 
Result Of: 
Issue:  IPS-Mechanical Drive Trade Study 
REQ.1.2.4.1  Controllable Pitch Propeller 
Performance Requirement Statement: 
The ship shall have a controllable pitch propeller. 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.1.2.4  Propulsor 
Specifies: 
Component:  1.3  Propulsor 
Result Of: 
Issue:  Propulsor Trade Study 
REQ.1.4.1  Prime Mover 
Performance Requirement Statement: 
The prime mover(s) shall be an all Diesel configuration. 
Refines Higher-Level Requirement: 
REQ.1.4  Fuel Efficiency 
Specifies: 
Component:  1.1  Prime Mover 
Result Of: 
Issue:  Fuel Efficiency Trade Study 
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Part I - Open Issues 
Stopping 
Issue Description: 
At what speeds of advance must this requirement be met. 
Originator:  University User 
Originating Date:  Monday, January 25, 2010 at 11:36:26 AM 
Severity:  Important 
Status:  Open 
Assumptions:  Specification section 3.3.1.b states that "Maneuverability requirements shall be met at 
initial speeds of 5, 14, and 20 knots, unless otherwise specified." This will be assumed as the speeds of 
advance to meet the stated stopping requirement until the customer clarifies. 
Generated By: 
Requirement:  REQ.1.1.2  Stopping 
 
Part II - Closed Issues 
Availability 
Issue Description: 
What is the meaning of "(Hrs)" in the Availability column. Both inherent availability (Ai) and 
operational availability (Ao) are measured in percentages. 
Originator:  University User 
Originating Date:  Monday, January 25, 2010 at 11:50:15 AM 
Severity:  Critical 
Status:  Closed 
Decision:  Hours has been removed from this column and it has been clarified to be Ai. 
Rationale:  Customer review provided clarification. 
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Fuel Efficiency Trade Study 
Issue Description: 
The fuel efficiency requirement leads to a trade study to determine the optimum propulsion plant 
configuration to meet this requirement. 
Originator:  University User 
Originating Date:  Tuesday, February 09, 2010 at 04:01:22 PM 
Severity:  Critical 
Assigned To:    
NAVSEA 
Status:  Closed 
Assumptions:  It is assumed that the prime mover selection will be the critical factor in meeting this 
requirement. 
Alternatives:  1.  Diesel  
2.  Gas Turbine 
3.  Combination Diesel & Gas Turbine 
Decision:  An all diesel configuration (Alternative 1) was selected based on an external trade-study 
and the US Navy Alternate Propulsion Study published in March 2007 
Rationale:  Diesels are more fuel efficient than gas turbines, so an all gas-turbine configuration 
(Alternative 2) was quickly abandoned.  A more in depth analysis revealed that the ship has space 
to accomodate an all diesel configuration which also satisfies the sustained speed requirement of 20 
knots.  In this case, the gas tubine configuration would lead to an over designed ship (exceeding 
speed requirements) and fell short of the diesel configuration in terms of fuel efficiency. 
Source Document(s): 
Alternate Propulsion Study Report 
Generated By: 
Requirement:  REQ.1.4  Fuel Efficiency 
Results In Requirement:  
Requirement:  REQ.1.4.1  Prime Mover 
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IPS-Mechanical Drive Trade Study 
Issue Description: 
An IPS-Mechanical Drive trade study was conducted in order to come to a design decision on the 
Transimission system. 
Originator:  University User 
Originating Date:  Tuesday, February 16, 2010 at 11:30:58 AM 
Severity:  Critical 
Status:  Closed 
Assumptions:  It is assumed that an electical drive choice would be integrated into the ship service 
electrical load, thus being termed an integrated power system.   
Alternatives:  Mechanical Drive, Integrated Power System 
Decision:  Mechanical Drive 
Rationale:  The alternative were evaluated based on the criteria of Fuel Efficiency and Cost.  Based 
on the criteria, a diesel mechanical drive was selected in the trade study because it was a lot 
cheaper and comparable in fuel savings.  IPS offers many advantages such as flexibility in 
arrangements and optimum loading, but this was not important to the customer and came with a 
higher price tag.   
Generated By: 
Component:  1.2  Transmission 
Results In Requirement:  
Requirement:  REQ.1.2.2  Mechanical Drive 
Propulsor Trade Study 
Issue Description: 
The propulsor trade study is a direct result of the selected drive.   
Originator:  University User 
Originating Date:  Tuesday, February 16, 2010 at 11:31:47 AM 
Severity:  Critical 
Status:  Closed 
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Assumptions:  The customer has not stated any preference in propulsor design, thus the decision is left 
to the designer based on the originating ship performance requirements. 
Alternatives:  Fixed Pitch Propeller, Controllable Pitch Propeller, Ducted or Shrouded Propeller, 
Waterjet  
Decision:  Controllable Pitch Propeller 
Rationale:  A trade study comparing evaluating propulsor performance requirements and cost has 
led to the selection of the controllable pitch propeller as the best choice.    In terms of cost only, the 
fixed pitch propeller seemed the best choice, but a performance analysis was done to verify 
requirements. A performance analysis of the fixed pitch propeller design found that the ship did not 
meet REQ.1.1.2 Stopping or REQ.1.1.3 Thrust.  The controllable pitch ship design was able to 
meet both originating requirements, but it comes with a higher price tag. 
Generated By: 
Component:  1.3  Propulsor 
Results In Requirement:  
Requirement:  REQ.1.2.4.1  Controllable Pitch Propeller 
Redundancy 
Issue Description: 
The requirement, "…shall be separated athwartships…and vertically…" should be presented as 
guidance and an objective vulnerability assessment should be made instead. It is recommended that 
NSWC-CD be permitted to work with contractors to conduct such assessments, using their System 
Vulnerability Model (for example). 
Originator:  University User 
Originating Date:  Monday, January 25, 2010 at 11:54:59 AM 
Severity:  Critical 
Status:  Closed 
Decision:  The Government has already done vulnerability assessments and determined that this 
requirement is necessary. 
Reliability 
Issue Description: 
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Why are there two reliability factors, one with and one without repairs. Reliability is defined in 
terms of Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF). If a failure occurs that affects performance, repair 
is required. 
Originator:  University User 
Originating Date:  Monday, January 25, 2010 at 11:51:57 AM 
Severity:  Critical 
Status:  Closed 
Decision:  Definitions have been added to the specification for clarification. 
 
Part III - Rejected Issues 
 
None 
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RISK.1  Sustained Speed 
Risk Description: 
The requirement for sustained speed is one that could change (as stated by the customer).   
Risk Type:  Other 
Impact:  Medium 
Status:  Ship speed study in progress 
 
Mitigation Plan:  
A ship speed study will be conducted to determine the correct sustained speed required for this type 
of marine vessel. 
Assigned To:    
NAVSEA 
Caused By:  
Requirement:  REQ.1.2  Sustained Speed 
RISK.2  Podded Propulsor 
Risk Description: 
There is much risk associated with incorporating a podded propulsor in the design of a naval 
warship.  It is unproven in applications related to the naval warship. 
Risk Type:  Technical 
Impact:  High 
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Part I - Hierarchical Function List 
     0  Perform Propulsion System Functions 
          1  Provide Propulsion 
               1.1  Generate Mechanical Energy 
               1.2  Transfer Mechanical Energy 
               1.3  Generate Thrust Force 
               1.4  Transfer Thrust Force 
          2  Provide Machinery Control 
               2.1  Provide Local Control 
               2.2  Provide Remote Speed Control 
               2.3  Collect Propulsion System Data 
               2.4  Display Propulsion System Data 
               2.5  Provide Connectivity 
               2.6  Perform Data Logging 
          3  Provide Auxiliary Support 
               3.1  Provide Start Air 
               3.2  Provide Fuel 
               3.3  Provide Lubrication 
               3.4  Provide Cooling Water 
               3.5  Provide Combustion Air 
          4  Provide Redundancy 
Part II - Behavior Model 
0  Perform Propulsion System Functions 
Description: 
This top-level root function represents the total functionality of the entire propulsion system. 
Allocated To:  
Sys.1  Propulsion System 
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Table 1  0 Perform Propulsion System Functions Interfacing Items 
Interfacing Items Source / Destination 
Desired Speed Triggers Function(s):  
0  Perform Propulsion System Functions 
2.1  Provide Local Control 
2.2  Provide Remote Speed Control 
Output From:  
C.1  Perform Operator Functions 
Machinery Status Request Input To: 
2.6  Perform Data Logging 
Triggers Function(s):  
0  Perform Propulsion System Functions 
Output From:  
C.1  Perform Operator Functions 
 
 


















act Perform Propulsi on System Functions
  
 Figure 4  Perform Propulsion System Functions Activity Diagram 
 































(University) Perform Propulsion System...
  
 Figure 5  Perform Propulsion System Functions Enhanced FFBD 
 

























(University) Perform Propul sion System Functions
  
 Figure 6  Perform Propulsion System Functions N2 Diagram 
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(University) Perform Propul sion System Functions
  
 Figure 7  Perform Propulsion System Functions IDEF0 Diagram 
 















sd Perform Propulsi on System Functions
  
 Figure 8  Perform Propulsion System Functions Sequence Diagram 
1  Provide Propulsion 
Allocated To:  
1  Main Propulsion Components 
Based On: 





























act Provide Propul sion
  
 Figure 9  Provide Propulsion Activity Diagram 
















































































 Figure 11  Provide Propulsion N2 Diagram 
 





































 Figure 12  Provide Propulsion IDEF0 Diagram 
 

















 Figure 13  Provide Propulsion Sequence Diagram 
1.1  Generate Mechanical Energy 
Description: 
Generate mechanical energy by converting chemical energy (fuel) into mechanical energy 
Allocated To:  
1.1  Prime Mover 
Based On: 
REQ.1.2.1  Main Propulsion Engine Rating 
REQ.1.2.3  Light Running Margin 
REQ.1.4  Fuel Efficiency 
 
Table 2  1.1 Generate Mechanical Energy Interfacing Items 
Interfacing Items Source / Destination 
Combustion Air Input To: 
1.1  Generate Mechanical Energy 
Engine Break Power Triggers Function(s):  
1.2  Transfer Mechanical Energy 
Output From:  
1.1  Generate Mechanical Energy 
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Table 2  1.1 Generate Mechanical Energy Interfacing Items 
Interfacing Items Source / Destination 
Exhaust Air Output From:  
1.1  Generate Mechanical Energy 
Fuel Oil Triggers Function(s):  
1.1  Generate Mechanical Energy 
Output From:  
3.2  Provide Fuel 
Start Air Triggers Function(s):  
1.1  Generate Mechanical Energy 
Output From:  
3.1  Provide Start Air 
 
1.2  Transfer Mechanical Energy 
Description: 
This is a function of the Transmission System. To transfer mechanical energy generated by the 
prime mover to the propulsor (or if electric drive...to transfer mechanical energy from propulsion 
motor to the propulsor) 
Allocated To:  
1.2  Transmission 
Based On: 
REQ.1.2.5  Shafting 
REQ.8.2  Propulsion Shafting Vibration 
 
Table 3  1.2 Transfer Mechanical Energy Interfacing Items 
Interfacing Items Source / Destination 
Engine Break Power Triggers Function(s):  
1.2  Transfer Mechanical Energy 
Output From:  
1.1  Generate Mechanical Energy 
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Table 3  1.2 Transfer Mechanical Energy Interfacing Items 
Interfacing Items Source / Destination 
Shaft Power Triggers Function(s):  
1.3  Generate Thrust Force 
Output From:  
1.2  Transfer Mechanical Energy 
 
1.3  Generate Thrust Force 
Description: 
Convert rotating mechanical power to translating mechanical power.  The thrust force must 
overcome the resistance R of the hull and performance is measured by propulsive efficiency. 
Allocated To:  
1.3  Propulsor 
Based On: 
REQ.1.2.4  Propulsor 
 
Table 4  1.3 Generate Thrust Force Interfacing Items 
Interfacing Items Source / Destination 
Shaft Power Triggers Function(s):  
1.3  Generate Thrust Force 
Output From:  
1.2  Transfer Mechanical Energy 
Thrust Triggers Function(s):  
1.4  Transfer Thrust Force 
Output From:  
1.3  Generate Thrust Force 
 
1.4  Transfer Thrust Force 
Description: 
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Transfer thrust force generated by the propulsor to the ships hull 
Allocated To:  
1.2  Transmission 
Based On: 
REQ.1.1.3  Thrust 
 
Table 5  1.4 Transfer Thrust Force Interfacing Items 
Interfacing Items Source / Destination 
Ship Movement Output From:  
1.4  Transfer Thrust Force 
Thrust Triggers Function(s):  
1.4  Transfer Thrust Force 
Output From:  
1.3  Generate Thrust Force 
 
2  Provide Machinery Control 
Allocated To:  
2  Machinery Centralized Control System (MCCS) 
Based On: 
REQ.3.1  Machinery Centralized Control System 
REQ.3.1.5  Standards 
 






































act Provide Machinery Control
  
 Figure 14  Provide Machinery Control Activity Diagram 
 
























































(University) Provide Machinery Control
  
 Figure 15  Provide Machinery Control Enhanced FFBD 
 












































(University) Provide Machinery Control
  
 Figure 16  Provide Machinery Control N2 Diagram 
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Machinery Centralized Control System (MCCS)
Machinery Stat... Machinery Status Report
Desired Speed
Local operator control sytem (EOS)



























(University) Provide Machinery Control   
 Figure 17  Provide Machinery Control IDEF0 Diagram 
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sd Provide Machinery Control
  
 Figure 18  Provide Machinery Control Sequence Diagram 
2.1  Provide Local Control 
Description: 
Provide Local Machinery Control at EOS to include: Provide independent shaft control and 
propeller control.  Provide local start/stop control of prime mover.  Provide local clutch 
engagement.   Provide local system override.   
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Allocated To:  
2  Machinery Centralized Control System (MCCS) 
2.1  Local operator control sytem (EOS) 
Based On: 
REQ.3.1  Machinery Centralized Control System 
REQ.5  Human Design Integration 
 
Table 6  2.1 Provide Local Control Interfacing Items 
Interfacing Items Source / Destination 
Desired Speed Triggers Function(s):  
0  Perform Propulsion System Functions 
2.1  Provide Local Control 
2.2  Provide Remote Speed Control 
Output From:  
C.1  Perform Operator Functions 
 
2.2  Provide Remote Speed Control 
Description: 
Provide Remote speed control to the Navigation Bridge via the Ship's Control Console to include 
independent control of either shaft and propeller. 
Allocated To:  
2.2  Remote Operator Control System (SCC) 
Based On: 
REQ.3.1  Machinery Centralized Control System 
 
Table 7  2.2 Provide Remote Speed Control Interfacing Items 
Interfacing Items Source / Destination 
Desired Speed Triggers Function(s):  
0  Perform Propulsion System Functions 
2.1  Provide Local Control 
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Table 7  2.2 Provide Remote Speed Control Interfacing Items 
Interfacing Items Source / Destination 
2.2  Provide Remote Speed Control 
Output From:  
C.1  Perform Operator Functions 
 
2.3  Collect Propulsion System Data 
Allocated To:  
2  Machinery Centralized Control System (MCCS) 
Based On: 
REQ.3.1.2  Data Acquisition & Display 
2.4  Display Propulsion System Data 
Allocated To:  
2  Machinery Centralized Control System (MCCS) 
Based On: 
REQ.3.1.2  Data Acquisition & Display 
2.5  Provide Connectivity 
Allocated To:  
2  Machinery Centralized Control System (MCCS) 
Based On: 
REQ.3.1.1  Connectivity 
2.6  Perform Data Logging 
Allocated To:  
2  Machinery Centralized Control System (MCCS) 
Based On: 
REQ.3.1.3  Data Logging 
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Table 8  2.6 Perform Data Logging Interfacing Items 
Interfacing Items Source / Destination 
Machinery Status Report Output From:  
2.6  Perform Data Logging 
Machinery Status Request Input To: 
2.6  Perform Data Logging 
Triggers Function(s):  
0  Perform Propulsion System Functions 
Output From:  
C.1  Perform Operator Functions 
 
3  Provide Auxiliary Support 
Allocated To:  
3  Auxiliary Support Systems 
Based On: 
REQ.1.5  Mobility Support Systems 
 


















act Provide Auxiliary Support
  
 Figure 19  Provide Auxiliary Support Activity Diagram 
 
































(University) Provide Auxiliary Support
  
 Figure 20  Provide Auxiliary Support Enhanced FFBD 
 






























(University) Provide Auxiliary Support
  
 Figure 21  Provide Auxiliary Support N2 Diagram 
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Auxili ary Support Systems
























(University) Provide Auxiliary Support
  
 Figure 22  Provide Auxiliary Support IDEF0 Diagram 
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sd Provide Auxiliary Support
  
 Figure 23  Provide Auxiliary Support Sequence Diagram 
3.1  Provide Start Air 
Allocated To:  
3.2  Compressed air system 
Based On: 
REQ.1.5.1  Start Air Pressure 
 
Table 9  3.1 Provide Start Air Interfacing Items 
Interfacing Items Source / Destination 
Start Air Triggers Function(s):  
1.1  Generate Mechanical Energy 
Output From:  
3.1  Provide Start Air 
 
3.2  Provide Fuel 
Allocated To:  
3.6  Fuel Oil System 




REQ.1.3.1  Fuel Tankage 
REQ.1.4.2  Fuel 
 
Table 10  3.2 Provide Fuel Interfacing Items 
Interfacing Items Source / Destination 
Fuel Oil Triggers Function(s):  
1.1  Generate Mechanical Energy 
Output From:  
3.2  Provide Fuel 
 
3.3  Provide Lubrication 
Allocated To:  
3.7  Lube Oil System 
Based On: 
REQ.1.5  Mobility Support Systems 
3.4  Provide Cooling Water 
Allocated To:  
3.3  Cooling System 
Based On: 
REQ.1.5  Mobility Support Systems 
3.5  Provide Combustion Air 
Allocated To:  
3.5  Ventilation System 
Based On: 
REQ.1.5  Mobility Support Systems 
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4  Provide Redundancy 
Allocated To:  
1  Main Propulsion Components 
3  Auxiliary Support Systems 
Based On: 
REQ.2.2  Redundancy and Separation 
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Part I - Hierarchical Component List 
     Sys.1  Propulsion System 
          1  Main Propulsion Components 
               1.1  Prime Mover 
               1.2  Transmission 
                    1.2.1  Line Shaft Bearing 
                    1.2.2  Main Reduction Gear 
                    1.2.3  Shafts 
                    1.2.4  Clutch 
                    1.2.5  Thrust Bearing 
               1.3  Propulsor 
                    1.3.1  Controlable Pitch Propeller 
          2  Machinery Centralized Control System (MCCS) 
               2.1  Local operator control sytem (EOS) 
               2.2  Remote Operator Control System (SCC) 
          3  Auxiliary Support Systems 
               3.1  Hydraulic Oil System 
               3.2  Compressed air system 
               3.3  Cooling System 
               3.4  Exhaust Gas System 
               3.5  Ventilation System 
               3.6  Fuel Oil System 
                    3.6.1  Fuel Oil Cleaning System 
                    3.6.2  Fuel Oil Service Tanks 
                    3.6.3  Fuel Oil Storage Tanks 
                    3.6.4  Fuel Oil Transfer Pumps 
               3.7  Lube Oil System 
                    3.7.1  Lube Oil Cleaning System 
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                    3.7.2  Lube Oil Pumps 
                    3.7.3  Lube Oil Tanks 
                    3.7.4  Oily Waste Pumps 
Part II - Component Definitions 
Sys.1  Propulsion System 
Description:  
The propulsion system is one of the most important systems onboard a marine vessel.  The function 
of the propulsion system is to generate thrust, which enables the ship to move at the desired speed.  
The propulsion system consists of three main components:  prime mover, transmission, and 
propulsor. 
Type:  System 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
C  Propulsion System Context 
Built From Lower-Level Component(s): 
1  Main Propulsion Components 
2  Machinery Centralized Control System (MCCS) 
3  Auxiliary Support Systems 
Joined Through Logical Interface: 
INT.1  Intakes/Exhaust 
INT.2  Fuel Storage Tank 
INT.3  Engineering Operating Station (EOS) 
INT.4  Propulsor/Water Interface 
INT.5  Ship's Control Console (Bridge) 
INT.6  Thrust Bearing/Hull Interface 



















































































(University) Propulsi on System
  
 Figure 24  Propulsion System Subcomponent Links 
Performs Function(s): 
0  Perform Propulsion System Functions 
Specified By: 
REQ.4  Lifecycle Cost 
REQ.6.1  Availability 
REQ.6.2  Reliability w/ repair 
REQ.6.3  Reliability w/out repair 
REQ.7  Service Life 
Source Documents: 
DOC.1  Performance Specification Document 
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1  Main Propulsion Components 
Type:  Subsystem 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
Sys.1  Propulsion System 
Built From Lower-Level Component(s): 
1.1  Prime Mover 
1.2  Transmission 
1.3  Propulsor 
Joined Through Logical Interface: 
INT.4  Propulsor/Water Interface 
INT.6  Thrust Bearing/Hull Interface 
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 Figure 25  Main Propulsion Components Subcomponent Links 
Performs Function(s): 
1  Provide Propulsion 
4  Provide Redundancy 
1.1  Prime Mover 
Description:  
Diesel Engine, Gas Turbine, or Steam plant 
Type:  HW Element 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
1  Main Propulsion Components 
Performs Function(s): 
1.1  Generate Mechanical Energy 




REQ.1.4.1  Prime Mover 
1.2  Transmission 
Type:  Subassembly 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
1  Main Propulsion Components 
Built From Lower-Level Component(s): 
1.2.1  Line Shaft Bearing 
1.2.2  Main Reduction Gear 
1.2.3  Shafts 
1.2.4  Clutch 
1.2.5  Thrust Bearing 
Joined Through Logical Interface: 
INT.6  Thrust Bearing/Hull Interface 
Connected through Physical Link(s): 
Sys-Hull 
 
































 Figure 26  Transmission Subcomponent Links 
Performs Function(s): 
1.2  Transfer Mechanical Energy 
1.4  Transfer Thrust Force 
Specified By: 
REQ.1.2.2  Mechanical Drive 
Generates Issue(s): 
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IPS-Mechanical Drive Trade Study 
1.2.1  Line Shaft Bearing 
Type:  HW Element 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
1.2  Transmission 
Connected to Physical Link(s): 
Shaft-Bearing 
1.2.2  Main Reduction Gear 
Type:  HW Element 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
1.2  Transmission 
1.2.3  Shafts 
Type:  HW Element 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
1.2  Transmission 
Connected to Physical Link(s): 
Shaft-Bearing 
1.2.4  Clutch 
Type:  HW Element 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
1.2  Transmission 
1.2.5  Thrust Bearing 
Type:  HW Element 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
1.2  Transmission 
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Joined To Logical Interface: 
INT.6  Thrust Bearing/Hull Interface 
Connected to Physical Link(s): 
Sys-Hull 
1.3  Propulsor 
There will be a trade study performed to determine the optimum propulsor design for the selected 
propulsion drive (mechanical vs. integrated electric) 
Type:  HW Element 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
1  Main Propulsion Components 
Built From Lower-Level Component(s): 
1.3.1  Controlable Pitch Propeller 
Joined To Logical Interface: 
INT.4  Propulsor/Water Interface 
















 Figure 27  Propulsor Subcomponent Links 
Performs Function(s): 
1.3  Generate Thrust Force 
Specified By: 
REQ.1.2.4.1  Controllable Pitch Propeller 
Generates Issue(s): 
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Propulsor Trade Study 
1.3.1  Controlable Pitch Propeller 
Description:  
Propulsor design option 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
1.3  Propulsor 
2  Machinery Centralized Control System (MCCS) 
Type:  Subsystem 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
Sys.1  Propulsion System 
Built From Lower-Level Component(s): 
2.1  Local operator control sytem (EOS) 
2.2  Remote Operator Control System (SCC) 
Joined Through Logical Interface: 
INT.3  Engineering Operating Station (EOS) 
INT.5  Ship's Control Console (Bridge) 
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 Figure 28  Machinery Centralized Control System (MCCS) Subcomponent Links 
Performs Function(s): 
2  Provide Machinery Control 
2.1  Provide Local Control 
2.3  Collect Propulsion System Data 
2.4  Display Propulsion System Data 
2.5  Provide Connectivity 
2.6  Perform Data Logging 
2.1  Local operator control sytem (EOS) 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
2  Machinery Centralized Control System (MCCS) 
Joined To Logical Interface: 
INT.3  Engineering Operating Station (EOS) 
Connected to Physical Link(s): 
Sys-Local Operator 




2.1  Provide Local Control 
2.2  Remote Operator Control System (SCC) 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
2  Machinery Centralized Control System (MCCS) 
Joined To Logical Interface: 
INT.5  Ship's Control Console (Bridge) 
Connected to Physical Link(s): 
Sys-Remote Operator 
Performs Function(s): 
2.2  Provide Remote Speed Control 
3  Auxiliary Support Systems 
Type:  Subsystem 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
Sys.1  Propulsion System 
Built From Lower-Level Component(s): 
3.1  Hydraulic Oil System 
3.2  Compressed air system 
3.3  Cooling System 
3.4  Exhaust Gas System 
3.5  Ventilation System 
3.6  Fuel Oil System 
3.7  Lube Oil System 
Joined Through Logical Interface: 
INT.1  Intakes/Exhaust 
INT.2  Fuel Storage Tank 
Connected through Physical Link(s): 
Sys-Atmosphere 
Sys-Fuel 
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 Figure 29  Auxiliary Support Systems Subcomponent Links 
Performs Function(s): 
3  Provide Auxiliary Support 
4  Provide Redundancy 
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3.1  Hydraulic Oil System 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
3  Auxiliary Support Systems 
3.2  Compressed air system 
Description:  
Starting air for the prime mover is usually compressed air from a high pressure air compressor. 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
3  Auxiliary Support Systems 
Performs Function(s): 
3.1  Provide Start Air 
3.3  Cooling System 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
3  Auxiliary Support Systems 
Performs Function(s): 
3.4  Provide Cooling Water 
3.4  Exhaust Gas System 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
3  Auxiliary Support Systems 
3.5  Ventilation System 
Description:  
Supplies the prime move with combustion air 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
3  Auxiliary Support Systems 
Joined To Logical Interface: 
INT.1  Intakes/Exhaust 
Connected to Physical Link(s): 
Sys-Atmosphere 




3.5  Provide Combustion Air 
3.6  Fuel Oil System 
Description:  
Includes Fuel Oil Transfer pumps & Fuel Oil Storage/Service Tanks 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
3  Auxiliary Support Systems 
Built From Lower-Level Component(s): 
3.6.1  Fuel Oil Cleaning System 
3.6.2  Fuel Oil Service Tanks 
3.6.3  Fuel Oil Storage Tanks 
3.6.4  Fuel Oil Transfer Pumps 
Joined To Logical Interface: 
INT.2  Fuel Storage Tank 
Connected to Physical Link(s): 
Sys-Fuel 
 








Fuel Oil Service Tanks
nil
3.6.3













(University) Fuel Oil System
  
 Figure 30  Fuel Oil System Subcomponent Links 
Performs Function(s): 
3.2  Provide Fuel 
3.6.1  Fuel Oil Cleaning System 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
3.6  Fuel Oil System 
3.6.2  Fuel Oil Service Tanks 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
3.6  Fuel Oil System 
3.6.3  Fuel Oil Storage Tanks 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
3.6  Fuel Oil System 
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3.6.4  Fuel Oil Transfer Pumps 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
3.6  Fuel Oil System 
3.7  Lube Oil System 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
3  Auxiliary Support Systems 
Built From Lower-Level Component(s): 
3.7.1  Lube Oil Cleaning System 
3.7.2  Lube Oil Pumps 
3.7.3  Lube Oil Tanks 
3.7.4  Oily Waste Pumps 
 
3.7.1




Lube Oil  Pumps
nil
3.7.3












(University) Lube Oil System
  
 Figure 31  Lube Oil System Subcomponent Links 
Performs Function(s): 
3.3  Provide Lubrication 
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3.7.1  Lube Oil Cleaning System 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
3.7  Lube Oil System 
3.7.2  Lube Oil Pumps 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
3.7  Lube Oil System 
3.7.3  Lube Oil Tanks 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
3.7  Lube Oil System 
3.7.4  Oily Waste Pumps 
Built In Higher-Level Component(s): 
3.7  Lube Oil System 
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Part I - Derived Functional Interfaces 
 
Table 11  Sys.1 Propulsion System External I/O 
Functions Interface Items Interfacing Elements 
0  Perform Propulsion System 
Functions 
   Desired Speed C.1  Perform Operator Functions 
EXT.3  Operator 
    Machinery Status Request C.1  Perform Operator Functions 
EXT.3  Operator 
 
Table 12  1.1 Prime Mover External I/O 
Functions Interface Items Interfacing Elements 
1.1  Generate Mechanical Energy    Engine Break Power 1.2  Transfer Mechanical Energy 
1.2  Transmission 
    Fuel Oil 3.2  Provide Fuel 
3.6  Fuel Oil System 
    Start Air 3.1  Provide Start Air 
3.2  Compressed air system 
 
Table 13  1.2 Transmission External I/O 
Functions Interface Items Interfacing Elements 
1.2  Transfer Mechanical Energy    Shaft Power 1.3  Generate Thrust Force 
1.3  Propulsor 
    Engine Break Power 1.1  Generate Mechanical Energy 
1.1  Prime Mover 
1.4  Transfer Thrust Force    Thrust 1.3  Generate Thrust Force 
1.3  Propulsor 
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Table 14  1.3 Propulsor External I/O 
Functions Interface Items Interfacing Elements 
1.3  Generate Thrust Force    Thrust 1.4  Transfer Thrust Force 
1.2  Transmission 
    Shaft Power 1.2  Transfer Mechanical Energy 
1.2  Transmission 
 
Table 15  2 Machinery Centralized Control System (MCCS) External I/O 
Functions Interface Items Interfacing Elements 
2.1  Provide Local Control    Desired Speed C.1  Perform Operator Functions 
EXT.3  Operator 
2.6  Perform Data Logging    Machinery Status Request C.1  Perform Operator Functions 
EXT.3  Operator 
 
Table 16  2.1 Local operator control sytem (EOS) External I/O 
Functions Interface Items Interfacing Elements 
2.1  Provide Local Control    Desired Speed C.1  Perform Operator Functions 
EXT.3  Operator 
 
Table 17  2.2 Remote Operator Control System (SCC) External I/O 
Functions Interface Items Interfacing Elements 
2.2  Provide Remote Speed Control    Desired Speed C.1  Perform Operator Functions 
EXT.3  Operator 
 
Table 18  3.2 Compressed air system External I/O 
Functions Interface Items Interfacing Elements 
3.1  Provide Start Air    Start Air 1.1  Generate Mechanical Energy 
1.1  Prime Mover 




Table 19  3.6 Fuel Oil System External I/O 
Functions Interface Items Interfacing Elements 
3.2  Provide Fuel    Fuel Oil 1.1  Generate Mechanical Energy 
1.1  Prime Mover 
 
 
Part II - Logical Interfaces 
INT.1  Intakes/Exhaust 
Physical Links:  
Sys-Atmosphere 
Connecting Elements: 
3.5  Ventilation System 
3  Auxiliary Support Systems 
Sys.1  Propulsion System 
EXT.1  Atmosphere 
INT.2  Fuel Storage Tank 
Physical Links:  
Sys-Fuel 
Connecting Elements: 
3.6  Fuel Oil System 
3  Auxiliary Support Systems 
Sys.1  Propulsion System 
EXT.2  Fuel 
INT.3  Engineering Operating Station (EOS) 
Description:  
This is local control from the operator inside the Engineering Operating Station (EOS). 
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Physical Links:  
Sys-Local Operator 
Connecting Elements: 
2.1  Local operator control sytem (EOS) 
2  Machinery Centralized Control System (MCCS) 
Sys.1  Propulsion System 
EXT.3.1  Local Operator 
EXT.3  Operator 
INT.4  Propulsor/Water Interface 
Connecting Elements: 
1.3  Propulsor 
1  Main Propulsion Components 
Sys.1  Propulsion System 
EXT.5  Water 
INT.5  Ship's Control Console (Bridge) 
Description:  
This system assumes remote control via the ship's control console (SCC) by the operator from th e 
navigation bridge.  
Physical Links:  
Sys-Remote Operator 
Connecting Elements: 
2.2  Remote Operator Control System (SCC) 
2  Machinery Centralized Control System (MCCS) 
Sys.1  Propulsion System 
EXT.3.2  Remote Operator 
EXT.3  Operator 
INT.6  Thrust Bearing/Hull Interface 
Physical Links:  
Sys-Hull 




1.2.5  Thrust Bearing 
1.2  Transmission 
1  Main Propulsion Components 
Sys.1  Propulsion System 
EXT.4  Ship Hull 
 
Part III - Physical Interfaces 
Shaft-Bearing 
Transmitted Data:  
Load 
Connecting Elements: 
1.2.1  Line Shaft Bearing 
1.2.3  Shafts 
Sys-Atmosphere 




3.5  Ventilation System 
3  Auxiliary Support Systems 
Sys.1  Propulsion System 
EXT.1  Atmosphere 
Sys-Fuel 
Connecting Elements: 
3.6  Fuel Oil System 
3  Auxiliary Support Systems 
Sys.1  Propulsion System 
EXT.2  Fuel 




Transmitted Data:  
Thrust 
Connecting Elements: 
1.2.5  Thrust Bearing 
1.2  Transmission 
1  Main Propulsion Components 
Sys.1  Propulsion System 
EXT.4  Ship Hull 
Sys-Local Operator 
Transmitted Data:  
Desired Speed 
Connecting Elements: 
2.1  Local operator control sytem (EOS) 
2  Machinery Centralized Control System (MCCS) 
Sys.1  Propulsion System 
EXT.3.1  Local Operator 
EXT.3  Operator 
Sys-Remote Operator 
Transmitted Data:  
Desired Speed 
Connecting Elements: 
2.2  Remote Operator Control System (SCC) 
2  Machinery Centralized Control System (MCCS) 
Sys.1  Propulsion System 
EXT.3.2  Remote Operator 
EXT.3  Operator 
Sys-Water 
Connecting Elements: 
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1.3  Propulsor 
1  Main Propulsion Components 
Sys.1  Propulsion System 
EXT.5  Water 
 Allocated Capabilities/Requirements Traced From Higher-Level Elements 
Sys.1  Propulsion System (Component)  
1  Provide Propulsion (Function) REQ.1.2  Sustained Speed (Requirement) 
2  Provide Machinery Control (Function) REQ.3.1  Machinery Centralized Control System 
(Requirement) 
REQ.3.1.5  Standards (Requirement) 
3  Provide Auxiliary Support (Function) REQ.1.5  Mobility Support Systems (Requirement) 
4  Provide Redundancy (Function) REQ.2.2  Redundancy and Separation (Requirement) 
REQ.4  Lifecycle Cost (Requirement) DOC.1  Performance Specification Document 
(Document) 
REQ.6.1  Availability (Requirement) REQ.6  Reliability, Maintainability, Availability (RMA) 
(Requirement) 
REQ.6.2  Reliability w/ repair (Requirement) REQ.6  Reliability, Maintainability, Availability (RMA) 
(Requirement) 
REQ.6.3  Reliability w/out repair (Requirement) REQ.6  Reliability, Maintainability, Availability (RMA) 
(Requirement) 
REQ.7  Service Life (Requirement) DOC.1  Performance Specification Document 
(Document) 
1  Main Propulsion Components (Component)  
1  Provide Propulsion (Function) REQ.1.2  Sustained Speed (Requirement) 
4  Provide Redundancy (Function) REQ.2.2  Redundancy and Separation (Requirement) 
1.1  Prime Mover (Component)  
1.1  Generate Mechanical Energy (Function) REQ.1.4  Fuel Efficiency (Requirement) 
REQ.1.2.1  Main Propulsion Engine Rating 
(Requirement) 
REQ.1.2.3  Light Running Margin (Requirement) 
REQ.1.4.1  Prime Mover (Requirement) Fuel Efficiency Trade Study (Issue) 
1.2  Transmission (Component)  




Allocated Capabilities/Requirements Traced From Higher-Level Elements 
REQ.8.2  Propulsion Shafting Vibration (Requirement) 
1.4  Transfer Thrust Force (Function) REQ.1.1.3  Thrust (Requirement) 
REQ.1.2.2  Mechanical Drive (Requirement) IPS-Mechanical Drive Trade Study (Issue) 
REQ.1.2  Sustained Speed (Requirement) 
1.2.1  Line Shaft Bearing (Component)  
1.2.2  Main Reduction Gear (Component)  
1.2.3  Shafts (Component)  
1.2.4  Clutch (Component)  
1.2.5  Thrust Bearing (Component)  
1.3  Propulsor (Component)  
1.3  Generate Thrust Force (Function) REQ.1.2.4  Propulsor (Requirement) 
REQ.1.2.4.1  Controllable Pitch Propeller 
(Requirement) 
Propulsor Trade Study (Issue) 
1.3.1  Controlable Pitch Propeller (Component)  
2  Machinery Centralized Control System (MCCS) 
(Component) 
 
2  Provide Machinery Control (Function) REQ.3.1  Machinery Centralized Control System 
(Requirement) 
REQ.3.1.5  Standards (Requirement) 
2.1  Provide Local Control (Function) REQ.5  Human Design Integration (Requirement) 
REQ.3.1  Machinery Centralized Control System 
(Requirement) 
2.3  Collect Propulsion System Data (Function) REQ.3.1.2  Data Acquisition & Display (Requirement) 
2.4  Display Propulsion System Data (Function) REQ.3.1.2  Data Acquisition & Display (Requirement) 
2.5  Provide Connectivity (Function) REQ.3.1.1  Connectivity (Requirement) 
2.6  Perform Data Logging (Function) REQ.3.1.3  Data Logging (Requirement) 






Allocated Capabilities/Requirements Traced From Higher-Level Elements 
2.1  Provide Local Control (Function) REQ.5  Human Design Integration (Requirement) 
REQ.3.1  Machinery Centralized Control System 
(Requirement) 
2.2  Remote Operator Control System (SCC) 
(Component) 
 
2.2  Provide Remote Speed Control (Function) REQ.3.1  Machinery Centralized Control System 
(Requirement) 
3  Auxiliary Support Systems (Component)  
3  Provide Auxiliary Support (Function) REQ.1.5  Mobility Support Systems (Requirement) 
4  Provide Redundancy (Function) REQ.2.2  Redundancy and Separation (Requirement) 
3.1  Hydraulic Oil System (Component)  
3.2  Compressed air system (Component)  
3.1  Provide Start Air (Function) REQ.1.5.1  Start Air Pressure (Requirement) 
3.3  Cooling System (Component)  
3.4  Provide Cooling Water (Function) REQ.1.5  Mobility Support Systems (Requirement) 
3.4  Exhaust Gas System (Component)  
3.5  Ventilation System (Component)  
3.5  Provide Combustion Air (Function) REQ.1.5  Mobility Support Systems (Requirement) 
3.6  Fuel Oil System (Component)  
3.2  Provide Fuel (Function) REQ.1.3.1  Fuel Tankage (Requirement) 
REQ.1.4.2  Fuel (Requirement) 
3.6.1  Fuel Oil Cleaning System (Component)  
3.6.2  Fuel Oil Service Tanks (Component)  
3.6.3  Fuel Oil Storage Tanks (Component)  
3.6.4  Fuel Oil Transfer Pumps (Component)  
3.7  Lube Oil System (Component)  
3.3  Provide Lubrication (Function) REQ.1.5  Mobility Support Systems (Requirement) 




Allocated Capabilities/Requirements Traced From Higher-Level Elements 
3.7.2  Lube Oil Pumps (Component)  
3.7.3  Lube Oil Tanks (Component)  
3.7.4  Oily Waste Pumps (Component)  
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